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YASUMI MURATA. 
The Japanese verb system is characterised by a large number 
of corresponding transitive and intransitive verbs. Corresponding 
transitive and intransitive verbs share the same roots and usually 
transitivising or intransitivising affixes are distinguishable in 
pairs. The common relationship among the three noun phrases in 
corresponding transitive and intransitive sentences is such that 
the direct object in the transitive sentence equals the subject in 
the intransitive sentence. This means that the intransitive and the 
passive sentences seemingly have a very similar meaning. This paper 
attempts to clarify the differences involved between the two forms. 
It first defines corresponding transitive and intransitive pairs, 
then examines the pairs which do not allow the interaction of passive 
forms. Where there is passive form interaction, one clear-cut 
difference between intransitive and : passive forms is found in the 
actual meaning of verbs. Pairs that have semantic rifts between 
transitive and intransitive (semantic rifts imply more differences 
that are attributable to the transitivity differen·ce) use the passive 
forms to take on the role usually played by intransitive verbs. Where 
there exist no semantic rifts in pairs, differences between 
intransitive and passive sentences are concerned with the semantic 
notion of 'volition' and 'aspect'. 
For the area of 'volition', · two kinds of intransitive sentences 
had to be distinguished: agentive and non-agentive sentences. Passive 
sentences are found to negate volition in their subjects when their 
corresponding agentive intransitive sentences imply the volition of 
the subject. In the case of non-agentive intransitive sentences and 
their passive sentences, the presence of the notion of volition is 
somehow reversed; the non-agentive sentences simply ignore the concept 
of volition, while the passive sentences connote the volition of an 
agent, which may be expressed by an oblique case. 
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In the area of 'aspect', the aspectual differences in te-iru 
form between intransitive and passive sentences is shown. In their 
te-iru form, it is discovered that passive sentences can denote the 
aspect not only of the original transitive sentences but also of 
the corresponding intransitive sentences. This is to say that if 
a transitive sentence is continuative and the corresponding 
intransitive sentence resultative, its passive sentence denotes 
both continuative and resultative. 
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AUX 
COND 
COMP 
GER 
NOM 
PART 
PASS 
PAST 
PERF 
POL 
PROG 
Q 
TOP 
NP 
INT 
TR 
*X 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
Accusative case (o) 
Auxiliary verb (-hazimeru, -simau) 
Conditional affix (-eba) 
Sentential complementiser (no, koto) 
Gerund affix (-te) 
Nominative case (~_) 
Sentential particle (yo, ne) 
Passive affix (-rare) 
Past tense 
Perfect marker (te-iru) 
Polite marker (-masu) 
Progressive marker (te-iru) 
Question particle (ka) 
Topic (~_) 
Noun phrase 
Intransitive 
Transitive 
Xis ungrammatical 
Xis on the borderline between grammatical and 
ungrammatical 
V 
All the romanised script of Japanese text follows the 
Kunrei system, with the single exception of proper nouns, 
which follow the Hepburn system. 
CORRIGENDA 
P.7. It should be noted that the pair suwaru and sueru may follow 
the typical relationship NP 1-~ NP 2-Q Vtr vs NP 2-~ Vint when 
an animate noun such as Taroo becomes the NP 2• 
6c. Mina wa Taroo o kamiza ni sue - ta. 
everyone TOP ACC head table at set PAST 
'Everybody put Taroo at the head table.' 
6d. Taroo wa kamiza 
10P head table 
ni suwat - ta. 
at sit PAST 
'Taroo sat at the head table.' 
P.8,fn.7. Kuno (1972), Martin (1976) and Sugamoto (1981) should 
be corrected as Kuna (1973), Martin (1975) and Sugamoto (1982) 
respectively. In this footnote Jacobsen (1982:36-48) should 
also be included. 
P.9,fn.8. Jacobsen (1981) should be Jacobsen (1982). 
P.16. It may be suggested that if agents isya ni and hahaoya ni 
are placed in 16b. and 17b. respectively, the sentences 
become awkward. However, it also must be realised that if 
the above-mentioned agents were expressed with the particles 
ni yotte in lieu of ni 16b. and 17b. would not be awkward. 
The sentences 10' to 15' would not be accepted even when the 
agentive phrases are to be expressed with ni yotte. 
P.21. Okutsu (1982) should be Okutsu (1983). 
P.29. Shimada (1978) should be Shimada (1976). 
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P.53. The transitive verb of 'open' should be akeru and not aku. 
(This applies to two places.) 
P.66. +mukau 'face' 
P.67. +tutau 'go along' 
P.73. mukau 'face' 
is to be added. 
mukeru 'turn around' is to be added. 
tutaeru 'convey' is to be added. 
mukeru 'turn around' TWO THINGS FACE EACH 
OTHER 
P.74. 'Thomspon' should be corrected to 'Thompson'. 
P.75. KUNO, S. 1978. Danwa no bumpoo should be KUNO, S. 1978. 
Theoretical perspectives on Japanese linguistics. Probl ems 
in Japanese syntax and semantics, ed. by J. Hind and I. Howard, 
213-85. Tokyo : Kaitakusha. 
P.76. TERAMURA, H. 1978 should be TERAMURA, H. 1980. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
A significantly large number of verbs . in Japanese 
share a formal distinction between transitive and intran-
sitive. For instance, intransitive verbs tatu 'be built', 
aratamaru 'be renewed', tutawaru 'be transmitted' or todoku 
'be delivered' exist in the lexicon with their transitive 
counterparts tateru I build I I aratameru 'renew' , tutaeru 
'transmit' and todokeru 'deliver', respectively. Pairs of 
transitive and intransitive verbs usually possess the same 
root, and either a transitivisation affix or an 
intransitivisation affix is attached to the root.l 
Observe the following pairs of sentences . 
1. 
la. Konna tokoro . konna biru itu ni ga 
such a place at such a building NOM when 
tat 
-
ta no kasira. 
build PAST I wonder 
(int) 
'I wonder when such a building was built at a 
place like this.' 
b. Konna tokoro ni konna biru ga itu 
such a place at such a building NOM when 
tate-rare-ta no kasira. 
build PASS PAST I wonder 
(tr) 
'I wonder when such a building was built at a 
place like this.' 
Okutsu (1967) classifies 
intransitive verbs into 
whether transitivisation, 
polarisation is involved. 
with the transitivisation 
verbs within the framework 
pairs of transitive and 
3 groups, depending on 
intransitivisation, or 
Inoue (1976: 63-98) deals 
and intransitivisation of 
of generative grammar. 
2a. 1868 nen gengoo ga 
year era name NOM 
ta. 
PAST 
Meiji to aratamat -
to change (int) 
'In 1868 the era name was changed to Meiji.' 
2 
b. 1868 nen gengoo ga Meiji to aratame-rare-
3a. 
b. 
year era name NOM to change PASS 
ta. 
PAST 
'In 1868 the era name was changed to Meiji.' 
A.D. 100 nen goro 
year about 
tutawat - ta. 
transmit PAST 
(int) 
kanji ga Chuugoku kara 
NOM China from 
'Approximately A.D. 100 Kanji (Chinese 
characters) were transmitted (to Japan).' 
A.D. 100 nen goro 
year about 
tutae- rare-ta. 
transmit PASS PAST 
kanji ga Chuugoku kara 
NOM China from 
'Approximately A.D. 100 Kanji were transmit-
ted from China (to Japan).' 
4a. Kinoo uti kara ookina nimotu ga todoi -
yesterday home from big parcel NOM deliver 
(int) 
ta. 
PAST 
'A big parcel 
yesterday.' 
from home was delivered 
b. Kinoo uti kara ookina nimotu ga todoke -
yesterday home from big parcel NOM deliver 
(tr) 
rare-ta. 
PASS PAST 
'A big parcel 
yesterday.' 
from home was delivered 
3 
The a. sentences above have intransitive verbs and the b. 
sentences the passive forms of the corresponding transitive 
verbs. 2 As the English translations indicate, the 
meanings of a. and b. sentences in a pair are quite close 
to each other. 
The aim of this paper is to . examine Japanese 
intransitive and passive sentences of this kind, which, 
because of their similarity 
Japanese. 3 
. in meaning, are difficult for 
those learning Past Japanese linguistic 
studies have not paid much attention to the contrast between 
intransitive and passive sentences per se. One reason for 
this lack of interest could be that the two types of 
Japanese passive, the direct and the indirect (see footnote 
3), have evoked much interest amongst linguists, and the 
dispute continues between two controversial theories (in 
the framework of generative grammar) to account for these 
2 • 
3 . 
The passive forms are derived by attaching the passive 
morpheme -rare (or -are in the case of consonant-
ending verbs) to the--r-ransitive verb stems, tate-, 
aratame-, tutae-, todoker-. 
There are two kinds of passives in Japanese: one 
called a direct passive, and the other, an indirect 
passive. The passive pertinent to our purpose here 
is the direct passive, which is equivalent to the 
English passivisation in which the object of a 
transitive sentence becomes the subject, while the 
original subject is expressed with an oblique case. 
See Kuno (1973: 299-301 and 345-349). 
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two passives. 4 Although there has been much discussion 
among the traditional Japanese . grammarians concerning the 
Japanese transitive and intransitive verbs, their analyses 
have failed to include . passives in their over-all view of 
the verbal system. 
In the next section of this chapter, the exact 
conditions for defining a pair of transitive and intransit-
ive verbs in Japanese are presented. A close study of the 
pairs of transitive and intransitive verbs has revealed the 
fact that in reality certain pairs do not allow passives to 
exist at all. Chapter 2 deals with these latter pairs, 
when a speaker is left with two choices only: transitive, 
or intransitive. An attempt is made to give rules for, and 
to find the meaning of, these unpassivisables. Chapter 3 
looks at the pairs which allow three choices: transitive, 
intransitive, 
discovering 
. 
or passive. It especially concentrates on 
the factor which governs the choice of 
intransitive over passive, or vice versa. 
1.1 Conditions of Pairs 
Two verbs are said to form a pair of transitive 
and intransitive verbs when they fulfil the following three 
conditions: 
4. The two theories are known as the uni form theory and 
the non-uniform theory. The uniform theory claims 
there is only one kind of underlying structure for 
both types of passives, whilst the non-uniform theory 
claims two different under lying structures, one for 
each type. For details of the uniform theory see 
Howard and Niyekawa - Howard (1976: 201-237), and for 
details of the non-uniform theory, see Kuno (1973: 
Chapter 25, and 1978: 213-85). 
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i) The two verbs must either keep the same form 
or possess morphological similarity. As stated earlier, 
they usually share the same root, and they have a 
transitivising or intransitivising morpheme suffixed to it. 
This process of affixation is not inflectional and thus not 
productive. One form of a verb cannot be predicted by 
knowing the other. Although the classification of pairing 
transitive and intransitive morphemes may give a guideline 
as to what possibilities of pairing there are, they are not 
meant to suggest any productive 5 rules. In Japanese 
there are only a very few pairs which retain the same form 
for both transitivities. It is of interest that the case 
is reversed in English; in English most of the verbs that 
can be used transitively or intransitively keep the same 
form, as in Mary drives a Mercedes and a Mercedes should 
drive well, or in John flew an airplane and an airplane 
flew over my house. -
ii) The two verbs must share the same or at least 
a related meaning. This condition prevents verbs like 
abureru 'to be out of a job', and aburu 'to grill', or soru 
' to get bent ' , and soru 'to shave', from forming . pairs. 
These sample . pairs may morphologically enter a tr ans it i ve 
and intransitive partnership, but the semantics of each 
verb are totally (synchronically and diachronically) 
unrelated to one another; therefore they are not pairs. 
5. Teramura (1975, 1982), Okutsu (1967), Jacobsen 
( 1982), and Shimada ( 1979) give their morphologicaL 
classifications of transitive and intransitive pairs. 
1, 
Ii 
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The notion of 'related meaning' may require a more 
accurate definition. The phrase 'related meaning' was 
added here so as to include pairs like sou 'to go along' 
and soeru 'to place something next to somewhere', or suwaru 
'to sit down' and sueru 'to set (something) down'. In 
olden days each member of the pairs, sou and soeru as well 
as suwaru and sueru, probably had the . same meaning apart 
from the semantic differences that are ascribable to the 
transitivity difference. Synchronically however, these 
pairs have gone adrift in their partnership. This is not to 
say that they have come to hold a completely different 
. 
meaning, but there has been more like a rift . . in meaning 
between them. Native speakers sense a definite relation in 
semantics between, say, sou and soeru. The common 
semantics may be presented as 'something going next to a 
place' . Suwaru in the pair of suwaru and sueru has come to 
be used in modern times predominantly for 'people sitting 
down' , yet native speakers _ still . see a common meaning 
between the two verbs. One indication that native speakers 
construe these verbs . as pairs . is found in the fact that 
dictionaries and grammar books compiled by native speakers 
include the above two . pairs as pairs.6 On the other 
hand, two verbs that were related in diachronical terms 
only, are not considered to fulfill this condition. Thus, 
wakaru 'to understand' (int. in Japanese), and wakeru 
6. For example, 
(1973: book 
(ibid.: 623) 
suwaru and sueru is included 
3, 242) and sou and soeru 
as pairs. 
in Teramura 
in Shimada 
7 
'to divide', although historically related, are not 
considered to have related meaning. 
There is more discussion of this issue in Chapter 
3. 1. 
iii) The case markings of the syntactically 
obligatory NPs (which may by ellipsis not appear . in a 
sentence) are NP~ NP~ Vtr and NP ga Vint. There . is no 
specification as to the relationship amongst the three NPs. 
The most common relationship of the NPs found in two 
corresponding transitive and intransitive sentences . is 
and NP 2 ~ Vint.: that is, the 
direct object of the transitive sentence equals the subject 
of the intransitive sentence, as . in: 
Sa. Taroo ga doa o sime ta. 
NOM door ACC close (tr) PAST 
'Taroo closed the door.' 
b. Doa ga simat ta. 
door NOM close (int) PAST 
'The door closed.' 
Although such a relation between the direct object of a 
transitive sentence and the subject of the corresponding 
intransitive sentence is common, this does not apply to all 
cases: 
6a. Taroo ga niwa no mannaka ni ookina 
NOM garden of centre in big 
b. 
. . isi o sue 
stone ACC set 
ta. 
PAST 
'Taroo set a huge stone in the centre of the 
garden.' 
Taroo wa soko ni 
TOP there at 
suwat - ta. 
sit PAST 
'Taroo sat down there.' 
11 
Ii 
8 
The pair suwaru and sueru, as seen before, have between them 
a definite relatedness . in meaning, and the sentences using 
each verb do fulfill the syntactic condition of iii), yet 
the relationship among the three NPs is not a common one. 
This break in correspondence between the direct object of a 
transitive sentence and the subject of an intransitive 
sentence is often found in pairs with a rift in meaning. 
As regards the case markings of transitive and 
intransitive sentences, there is one point that requires 
explanation. There are NPs in Japanese marked by the 
particle O that occur with verbs of motion indicating the 
place where or from which or through which the motion takes 
place: 
7. John wa uramiti o toot-te nige - ta. 
8. 
9. 
TOP back street ACC pass GER escape PAST 
'John escaped through the back street.' 
Kare wa 
he TOP 
seki o tat - ta. 
seat ACC stand PAST 
'He stood up from the seat. ' 
Ookina tori ga sora 0 ton 
big bird NOM sky ACC fly 
'A big bird . flying . the is in 
-
de - iru 
PROG 
sky. ' 
yo. 
PART 
The -0 marked NPs that denote a place display . various 
syntactic 
Sentences 
behaviours different from . genuine objects.7 
that include such -0 marked NPs have the 
appearance of typical transitive sentences. However, these 
7. Kuno (1972), Martin (1976), Teramura (1980) have 
discussions on a-marked NPs occurring with motion 
verbs. Sugamoto -( 1981) dea-ls with them by using the 
transitivity hypothesis of Hopper and Thompson (1980). 
.... 
1, 
9 
mot ion verbs are to be treated as intransitive verbs. I f 
there exists a normal transitive verb morphologically a nd 
semantically related to it, the motion verb . lS allowed t o 
form a pair with such a verb. This means that pairs l ik e 
those below are permitted, even though the intransitive 
verbs, being motion verbs, may take an -0 marked NP: 
tooru 'to pass through' 
wataru 'to cross' 
tobu 'to fly' 
oriru 'to come down' 
toosu 'to pass (someone) 
through' 
watasu 'to get (someone) across ' 
tobasu 'fly (something)' 
orosu 'to get (something) down ' 
The pairs of transitive and intransitive verbs are 
listed in Appendix I appearing at the end of this paper. 8 
8. Transitive verbs that take two objects, direct and 
indirect, are excluded from the current study. Thus, 
such pairs as azukaru 'to be entrusted with' and 
azukeru 'to entrust', or osowaru 'to be taught 
(something)' and os ieru 'to teach I are not on the 
list. Also excluded from the list (as well as from 
the present study) are compound verbs. The definition 
of compound verbs follows the definition proposed by 
Jacobsen (1981: 172). Therefore, verbs like tatenaosu 
'rebuild', and korogederu 'roll out', are not on the 
list. 
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CHAPTER 2 
UNPASSIVISABLE TRANSITIVE SENTENCES 
2.1 General Consideration 
This chapter deals with those pairs of transitive 
and intransitive verbs which, due to the unpassivisability 
of transitive sentences, leave only two choices for a 
speaker in lieu of the usual three. Three different 
factors for the unpassivisability of transitive sentences 
are suggested. The first factor concerns the bond or 
dependency existing between the direct object and the 
transitive verb. The second concerns cases in which the 
direct object is a body-part, such as a hand, the mouth, 
the stomach, etc. The third is concerned with the nature 
of the direct object of the type referred to as 'unaffected' 
object. The discuss ions of the three groups of transitive 
sentences are presented below in the above order. 
The method of research taken to discover 
transitive sentences that may not be passivised was to 
check every one of the transitive verbs in the pairs listed 
. 1n the Appendix. The justification . given for the 
unpassivisability of those transitive sentences . lS 
inductive, i.e. it 1s drawn by observing the factual data 
and trying to find the common factors involved. 
11 
2. l. l Bondage between direct object and verb 
Some transitive verbs . in the pairs have the 
characteristic of occurring either with one type of direct 
object or with a very limited number of objects. A 
transitive verb of this nature predicts the direct object 
it co-occurs with, and it does not enjoy the variety of 
objects other transitive verbs do. This restriction of a 
transitive verb to the select ion of a certain noun as its 
object is referred to as 'bondage' between the verb and the 
object. The bondage . 1s not mutual but rather one-way 
traffic, so to speak. The transitive verb predicts the 
object, but the reverse (an object predicting a certain 
transitive verb) does not function. 
transitive verbs are: 
Some examples of such 
mookeru 'to gain' kane o mookeru 
'to gain (earn) money' 
oyobosu 'to extend' eikyoo o oyobosu 
'to extend influence' 
akasu 'to spend' yo o akasu 
'to spend the night' 
yadosu 'to conceive' kodomo o yadosu 
'to conceive a baby' 
tukusu 'to exhaust' tikara o tukusu 
(lit.) 'to exhaust energy' 
The above transitive verbs are exemplified with the object 
they most usually co-occur with. The pairing intransitive 
verbs having the object NPs of the transitive sentences as 
their subjects exist as well. 
not allowed to take place. 
However, passivisation 1s 
The contrast between the 
12 
corresponding intransitive sentences and the passivised 
sentences (which are unacceptable) can be seen below. 
Kane ga mookaru. (int) 
kane o rnookeru ~ 
*Kane ga mookerareru. (pass.) 
'to gain money' 
Eikyoo ga oyobu. (int) 
eikyoo o oyobosu~ 
*Eikyoo ga oyobosareru (pass.) 
'to extend influence' 
Yoga akeru. (int) 
yo o akasu ~ 
*Yoga akasareru. (pass.) 
'to spend the night' 
Kodomo ga yadoru (int) 
kodomo o yadosu< 
*Kodomo ga yadosareru (pass.) 
'to conceive a baby' 
Tikara ga tukiru (int) 
tikara o tukusu ~ 
*Tikara ga tukusareru (pass.) 
'to exhaust energy' 
To develop the concept of 'bondage between direct 
object and (transitive) verb' further, it seems to be 
reasonable to include some idiomatic . expressions in this 
category. Idiomatic expressions using a transitive sentence 
structure cannot be passi vised because the object and the 
verb form an idiomatic unit and thus the bondage between 
the object and the verb is strong. 
i) kimo 0 hiyasu 
liver cool 
ii) te 0 kiru 
hand cut 
iii) hara o tateru 
stomach raise 
iv) okabu o toru 
stump take 
-
( lit. ) 'to cool the liver' 
. 
'to be terrified' meaning 
- (lit.) 'to cut the hand off' 
. 
I to to have meaning come 
nothing to do with' 
- (lit.) 'to raise the stomach' 
meaning 'to become angry' 
- (lit.) 'to take a stump' 
meaning 'to outdo a person 
the person's specialty' 
. in 
Ii 
v) 
vi) 
kama o kakeru 
sickle set 
kabuto o nugu 
helmet take off 
(lit.) 'set a sickle' meaning 
'to put a leading question' 
- (lit.) 'take a helmet off' 
meaning 'to succumb' 
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Idiomatic expressions of this kind9 do not allow 
passi visation at all. Whether the expressions using the 
corresponding intransitive verb exist or not seems to be 
something that varies from case to case. The intransitives 
te ga kireru and hara ga tatu co-exist with ii) and iii), 
but the rest of the examples above do not allow intransitive 
correspondence even though the intransitive verb form . is 
available. It is claimed here that the unity between the 
object and the transitive verb in those . expressions is so 
cohesive that not only is passivisation of the sentence not 
allowed, but even the intransitive sentence with the 
corresponding intransitive verb is not allowed. 
2.1.2 Body-Part as direct object 
When a transitive verb takes as direct object a 
body-part, 
'Body-part' 
the sentence 
usually refers 
cannot undergo passivisation. 
to things 
etc., but 
like. the hands, 
fingers, nails, or tongue, it can also be 
extended to things produced by or growing on the body, such 
as excrement or pimples or blisters. It can probably be 
extended also to articles of clothing that are easily 
apprehended as parts of the body when put on. 
9. Idioms or idiomatic expressions referred to in this 
paper should be understood as II a group of words whose 
meaning cannot be predicted from the meanings of 
constituent words". (Collins English Dictionary, 
1979.) 
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10. Obaasan wa kosi o mage - te, arui - te -iru. 
old woman TOP back ACC bend GER walk PROG 
11. 
'The old woman is walking all bent over.' 
Hanako wa saikin tume o 
TOP lately nail ACC 
nobas-ite-iru. 
grow PROG 
'Hanako is growing her nails lately.' 
12. Saiminzyutu ga tok-are-te me o ake-
hypnotism NOM undo PASS GER eye ACC open 
13. 
14. 
15. 
ta toki, watasi 
PAST when I 
na - katta. 
not PAST 
wa nani mo oboe-te-i-
TOP anything remember RES 
'When the hypnotic spell was released and I 
opened my 
Imooto wa 
sister TOP 
de sono 
with that 
eyes, I did 
haha ga 
mother NOM 
odeki o 
boil ACC 
not remember anything. 
sir-anai utini 
know not while 
tubus - ita. 
burst PAST 
hari 
needle 
I 
'My sister punctured the boil with a needle when 
mother didn't know about it.' 
Yuuzin wa fiirudo waaku 
friend TOP field work 
kara kaet - te, 
from return GER 
massakini, huro de itinen-bun no 
firstly bath 1n one year's worth of 
aka o 
dirt ACC 
otos-ita. 
drop PAST 
'Returning from fieldwork, my friend first of 
all washed away (lit. dropped) one year's 
accumulation of dirt in the bath.' 
Nihon uti . tokiwa, kutu no n1 agaru 0 
Japan of house to . when shoes ACC rise 
nug- anak-ereba ik-emas-en. 
take off not COND come POL not 
'When you enter a Japanese house, you must take 
your shoes off (lit.' If you don't take your 
shoes off, it's improper).' 
I: 
15 
As the above sentences show, when a body-part is the direct 
object, it nearly always maintains congruity with the 
subject of the sentence. The body-part object in each of 
sentences 10 to 15 belongs to the subject of its sentence. 
The passives of these sentences are unacceptable. 
10'. *Kosi ga obaasan ni mage - rare - te ••. 
back NOM old woman by bend PASS GER 
'*The back was bent by the old woman and •••• 
11'. *Saikin tume ga 
lately nails NOM 
Hanako ni nobas-are-te-iru. 
by grow PASS PROG 
'*Lately the nails are being grown by Hanako.' 
12'. *Saiminzyutu ga tok-are- te me ga ake-
13 I • 
14 I • 
. 15 I • 
hypnosis NOM undo PASS GER eye NOM open 
rare-ta toki, 
PASS PASt when 
•••• 
'When the hypnotic spell was released and my 
eyes were opened .••. • 
*Haha . . utini odeki imooto ga sir - ana1 ga 
mother NOM know not while boil NOM sister 
ni hari de tubus-are-ta. 
by needle with bust PASS PAST 
'*The boil was punctured with a needle by my 
sister, when mother didn't know about it.' 
'*Yuuzin . yotte huro de itinen n1 
friend by bath . year's 1n one 
no aka ga otos-are-ta. 
of dirt NOM drop PASS PAST 
'* one year's accumulation ••• 
washed away by my friend. I 
* ••• kutu 
shoes 
emas-en. 
POL not 
ga 
NOM 
nug-are-nak-ereba 
take off PASS not 
••• shoes must be taken off.' 
of 
COND 
bun 
worth 
dirt was 
ik-
come 
16 
It must be noted, however, that a transitive 
sentence with a body-part as the object could be passivised 
without much difficulty if the congruity between the body-
part object and the subject were to be broken. To put the 
matter more conservatively, I would say that the . passive 
sentences are greatly improved if the body-part object and 
the subject of the original transitive sentence do not have 
congruity. For this reason, passive sentences 16b and 17b 
seem to be quite acceptable, or at least are great 
improvements, 
above. 
compared with . passive sentences 10' to 15 I 
16a. Isya wa masui ga kiku to 
doctor TOP anaesthetic NOM come-to when 
-effect 
tikara ippai kanzya no ha o 
with all strength patient of tooth ACC 
nui-ta. 
pull-out PAST 
'When the anaesthetic took effect, the doctor 
pulled out the patient's tooth with all his 
might. I 
b. Kanzya no ha ga nuk-are- ta ato .... 
17a. 
b. 
patient of tooth NOM pull PASS PAST after 
'After the patient's tooth was pulled out . . . 
Hahaoya wa akanboo no tume 0 kiru to 
mother TOP baby of nail ACC cut and 
huro . . ta. ni ire -
bath into put PAST 
'Mother bathed the baby after cutting the 
(baby's) nails.' 
Akanboo no tume ga kir-are-ru to, kondo 
baby of nail NOM out PASS when next 
wa huro no ban datta. 
TOP bath of turn was 
'When the baby's nails were cut, it was then 
bath time.' 
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Therefore the rule for the unpassivisabili ty of this group 
of transitive sentences should read as follows: when a 
transitive sentence has a body-part object and at the same 
time such an object is the property of the sentence 
subject, this fact presents itself as a barrier to the 
passivisation of the sentence. Although the . passives of 
such transitive sentences are not allowed, the intransitive 
sentences are allowed, with the subjects of the 
intransitive sentences corresponding to the direct objects 
of the transitive sentences. The theoretical implication 
of this fact is given in the last section of this chapter 
( 2 . 2 ) . 
2. 1. 3 Unaffected direct object 
Although small in number, there are transitive 
verbs that do not permit passivisation because of the 
unaffected nature of the direct object those verbs take. 
To be more accurate, what a transitive verb of this type 
denotes is such that whatever NP comes as its object, the 
NP is not categorised as affected (unlike the object NPs of 
most other transitive verbs). Affected NPs are to be 
understood as having the 'patient' role, in semantic terms, 
and in this paper I take 'patient' to be equivalent to 
Starosta's (1978: 472) definition of it: 
... (a) [an] entity which is viewed as 
affected by the action of the verb, (b) 
[an] entity which is viewed as moving or 
as being located in (abstract or 
concrete) space, or (c) [an] entity 
which is viewed as existing in a state, 
or whose state is changing.' 
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Unaffected NPs therefore include all other entities other 
than the above defined. 
Making affectedness of the object NP one of the 
conditions of passi visation is by no means a new approach 
making its debut here. Sinha (1978: 454), for example, 
makes an attempt capture the language-independent 
characteristics of 
to 
the . passive . voice through the semantic 
nature of the object NP in a transitive sentence: 
... (a) an overt foregrounding of the 
affected NP (which differentiates it 
from an active sentence), and (b) a 
"back-grounding" of an overt ( or 
implied) NP which differentiates it from 
the real intransitive.' 
What exactly is meant by an affected NP and what it is for 
an NP to be affected is not explained in Sinha' s article. 
The meaning of affected NPs must be inferred from his 
example sentences. However, what he exemplifies as 
affected NPs would seem to correspond to what Starosta 
defined as 'patient'. Pairs of transitive and intransitive 
verbs, of which the transitive sentence does not undergo 
passi visation owing to the object's being unaffected, are 
given below with example sentences. 
kakeru 'lack' (int) kaku 'lack' (tr) 
18a. Karusiumu ga kakeru to 
calcium NOM lack when 
iraira suru. 
be irritable 
b. 
'When calcium 
irritable. ·' 
. is 
Karusiumu o 
calcium ACC 
kaku 
lack 
lacking, 
to iraira 
when be 
you become 
suru. 
irritable 
'When you lack calcium, you become irritable.' 
II 
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. . 1ra1ra suru. c. *Karusiumu ga 
calcium NOM 
kak-are-ru to 
lack PASS be irritable 
. 
'When calcium 
irritable.' 
lS lacked, you become 
sugiru 'pass (the limit)' (int) 
sugosu 'pass (the limit)' (tr) 
. . 19a. Osake ga 
NOM 
sugiru to karada 
pass when body 
n1 waru1. 
for bad 
'*When alcohol passes the limits, it's bad 
for you. ' 
b. Osake o 
ACC 
sugosu no wa 
pass COMP TOP 
karada ni 
body for 
. 
waru1. 
bad 
'When you pass the limits on alcohol, it's 
bad for you. ' 
c.*Osake ga sugos-are-ru no wa karada 
NOM pass PASS COMP TOP body 
n1 waru1. 
for bad 
'*When alcohol is passed the limits, it's bad 
for you. ' 
hedataru 'be distant' hedateru 'place in between' (tr) 
20a. Sano ziken kara nizyuu-nen ga hedatat-ta. 
that incident from 20 years NOM PAST 
'Since that incident, 20 years have passed.' 
b. Sano ziken kara nizyuu-nen o hedate-ta. 
that incident from 20 years ACC PAST 
'Since that incident, (they) have placed 20 
years between (them and that incident).' 
c.*Sono ziken kara nizyuu nen ga hedate-rare-ta. 
that incident from 20 years NOM PASS PAST 
'* (lit.) Since that incident, 20 years have 
been placed between.' 
matigau 'be mistaken' 
21a. Sano kotae ga 
that answer NOM 
matigaeru 'mistake' 
matigat-te-iru. 
RES 
'(lit.) That answer is mistaken(= wrong).' 
b. Kare wa 
he TOP 
sono kotae 
that answer 
0 
ACC 
matigae-ta. 
'He gave a wrong answer.' 
c.*Kotae 
answer 
ga 
NOM 
matigae-rare-ta. 
PASS PAST 
'*The answer was mistook.' 
PAST 
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The object NPs in the example sentences are not "affected 
by the action of the verbs" (none of the transitive verbs 
above denotes action), nor "viewed as moving or as being 
located in space", nor even viewed "as existing . in a 
state". Thus . passive sentences having such unaffected 
direct object NPs as their subjects are all ungrammatical, 
as is seen in all c sentences in 18-21. 
2.2 Theoretical Implication 
Three groups of unpassivisable transitive sentences 
have been studied above. The obvious difference between 
passives and intransitives to be drawn from the study . is 
that . passives are sensitive to whether the object . in a 
transitive sentence is of an affected nature or not. If 
the object is unaffected in semantic terms, pass i visa tion 
does not take place, whereas the language permits the 
existence of corresponding intransitive sentences regard-
less of the affectedness of its subject NP. 
A question still remains, though, why transitive 
sentences that have a strong cohesiveness between the verbs 
and the objects, or that have body-part objects, prohibit 
passivisation yet permit the existence of intransitive 
sentences. This question is accounted for by applying the 
II 
I 
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theory of 'shift in viewpoint' . 
been proposed by many grammarians 
'Shift in viewpoint' has 
in the past as the . mai n 
function of passivisation. 
(1955:164) states: 
As early as 1924 Jesperse n 
'In a few cases our languages are 
provided with two verbs that stand . i n a 
similar relation to one another as over 
and under, before and after, more and 
--less, older and younger, thus: 
A precedes B = B follows (succeeds) A 
What in the first sentence is looked at 
from the point of view of A is in the 
second sentence looked at from the point 
of view of B. In most cases this 
shifting is effected by means of the 
passive turn (B is preceded by A). Here 
what was the object (or one of the 
objects) in the active sentence is made 
into the subject, and what was the 
subject in the active sentence is 
expressed either by means of a preposit-
ional group or in some languages simply 
by means of some case form (instrumental, 
ablative).' 
Similarly, Fries (1940) writes that passives provide the 
means to change the order of actor-action-goal to goal-
action-actor, and he calls this process "shifting of point 
of view". 
Okutsu (1982) studies this function of shifting-of-
viewpoint for the Japanese passive construction, producing 
an account of how it works in an actual Japanese text. 
Our original question of why those transitive 
sentences with a cohesiveness between their objects and 
their verbs or those with body-part objects do not 
passivise, yet allow the existence of intransitive 
sentences, may be answered firstly by proposing that the 
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objects and the verbs form single uni ts. The fact that 
objects and verbs in transitive sentences where there . lS a 
bondage between the objects and verbs form single units . lS 
obvious. The transitive sentences in which body-parts are 
objects have semantic contents similar to those of intran-
sitive sentences. These transitive sentences actually 
denote the action of the subject person, just the same as 
Sentences 11. ke • I ran•, • I went• or • Sh walks• d , e o. If I 
raised my hand, • raising hand• is the self-action of •I•. 
In this sense it is quite possible and logical to treat the 
body-part object and the verb as a unit. 
It is hypothesised here that, . owing to the 
existence of unity between an object and a transitive verb, 
a speaker is given the freedom to shift his viewpoint only 
by alternating transitive and intransitive construction. 
The speaker is not given a more normal means for shifting 
the viewpoint, that is choosing between transitive and 
passive sentences. The use of passive sentences cannot be 
allowed because a passive sentence necessarily expresses or 
implies an agentive phrase, which indicates that shifting 
of viewpoint . lS taking place from the old subject to the 
old direct object, consequently breaking the unity. The 
use of an intransitive sentence, however, does not involve 
a shift of viewpoint between the subject and direct object 
of the corresponding transitive sentence, since the subject 
of that transitive sentence is irrelevant to the formation 
of corresponding intransitive sentences. This means that 
by . using an intransitive sentence we actually keep the 
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unity that exists between the direct object and the 
transitive verb. 
It was pointed out that - if a body-part object . lS 
not congruent with the subject of the sentence, then the 
passive sentence becomes acceptable. This fact provides 
further evidence to support the hypothesis. Where a body-
part object does not belong to the subject of the sentence, 
such an object and verb do not denote the same semantics as 
intransitives like 'she walks', or 'I sleep'. Rather, such 
a body-part object becomes a typical object, an entity upon 
which action is directed by a subject (refer to sentences 
16a and 17a for examples.) Thus there is no unity between 
the object and the verb, and consequently passivisation may 
take place, allowing a shift of viewpoint from the subject 
to the object of the sentence. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CHOICES BETWEEN INTRANSITIVE AND PASSIVE FORMS 
3.0 Introduction 
In this chapter I shall discuss the transitive and 
intransitive . pairs that allow the existence of . passive 
forms, so that a speaker has to choose which form out of 
three (transitive, intransitive, or passive) he will use to 
express himself. Especially difficult for those learning 
Japanese as a foreign language . lS the choice between 
intransitive and passive. This chapter attempts to clarify 
the differences involved in the two forms, thus making it 
clear when one form should be prefered over the other. 
3.1 Pairs with Semantic Rifts 
Pairs with no semantic rifts between the intran-
sitive and transitive forms can describe one and the same 
event either by the transitive or by the intransitive. 
22a. Doa ga aki-mas-ita. 
door NOM open POL PAST 
'The door opened.' 
b. Taroo wa doa o ake-mas-ita. 
TOP door ACC open POL PAST 
'Taroo opened the door.' 
23a. Kabin ga ware-ta. 
vase NOM break PAST 
'The vase got broken.' 
If 
I 
b. Kodomo ga kabin 
child NOM vase 
0 
ACC 
wat-ta. 
break PAST 
'The child broke the vase.' 
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Sentences 2 2 a, b and 2 3 a, b are describing the 
two events of the door opening and the vase breaking, 
respectively; 22a and 23a merely state what happened to the 
door or to the vase, and 22b and 23b include the extra 
information about 'who did it' . It is left to the speaker 
to decide which form, transitive or intransitive, should be 
used for these particular events. The difference between 
the alternatives is that the intransitive sentences focus 
on what happens, while the transitive sentences are more 
interested in who or what causes the event, 
attributable to a difference in transitivity. 
and this . l.S 
Apart from 
this difference as regards transitivity, a sentences and b 
sentences denote the same matter. 
Pairs with semantic rifts include more differences 
than are attributable to the transitivity difference. The 
event described by the intransitive verb of a pair with a 
semantic rift may be quite distinct from the event 
described by the transitive verb of the same pair. 
The phenomenon of semantic rifts existing between 
certain 
observed 
transitive and intransitive pairs was first 
by Jacobsen {1982). This observation was 
undeveloped at that time; he gave only one example showing 
what is meant by semantic rifts. He did not define 
'semantic rifts 1 , • nor did he . give further examples of 
transitive and intrans it i ve pairs with semantic rifts . He 
asserted that where a semantic rift is found between trans-
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itive and intransitive verbs, the . form must be passive 
used, . the intransitive sentence does not the since express 
same event as the transitive sentence does. 
-
In order to if his observation . valid, the see is 
meaning of 'semantic rifts' must be properly explained. 
'Semantic rifts' must not be understood as semantic 
difference. If a pair possesses a semantic rift between 
the tr ans it i ve and the in tr ans it i ve verbs, the two verbs 
are related somehow, but they involve more differences than 
can be attributed to the transitivity difference of the two 
verbs. We can take a few examples to examine pairs with 
such semantic rifts. The pair itamu (int) - itameru (tr), 
have the common meaning of 'having to do with pain', thus 
they are related. The intransitive itamu actually means 
'hurt ( int) I I but itameru, the transitive counterpart, 
means 'injure (tr)'. If your shoulder is aching, you may 
say Kata ga itamu (int), but if you have received an injury 
to your shoulder-, you cannot say Ka ta ga i tanda but you 
must use the transitive form, Kata o itameta. Sutareru 
(int) suteru (tr) is another . pair of this kind. They 
have a related meaning of 'out of use'. Sutareru (int) 
means 'decline, fall into disuse' and is used in such a 
sentence as sono ryuukoo wa sugu sutareta 'That fashion was 
soon outmoded ' . The transitive partner suteru, however, 
means 'to throw away', and it is used in sentences such as 
gomi o suteru '(I'll) throw away the garbage'. 
Pairs mentioned in Chapter 1 as having semantic 
rifts were sou 'to go along' - soeru 'to place (something) 
next to somewhere' and suwaru 'to sit down' - sueru 'to set 
II 
I 
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down'. Besides the morphological similarity between the 
intransitive and transitive forms, native instinct detects 
a definite relatedness in meaning between sou (int) and 
soeru (.tr) and between suwaru (int) and sueru (tr). The 
common meaning in the pair sou soeru can be expressed as 
'something being next to-', and in the pair suwaru - sueru 
as 'settling down'. 
When a speaker, for whatever reason, wants to 
place the focus on the object of the transitive verbs in 
. . . the pairs exemplified above, the passive form is to be 
used. The reason for this is that what is expressed in a 
transitive sentence cannot be converted to intransitive 
because of the semantic rift existing between the 
transitive and intransitive 10 verbs. The a. sentences 
below contain the transitive verb of pairs with semantic 
rifts. The b. sentences show how the viewpoint can be 
shifted to the direct object only by the procedure of 
passivisation. The c. sentences are all unacceptable 
sentences, since the shift of viewpoint was made by using 
intransitive verbs. 
24a. Kankookyaku wa konna utukusii teien 
tourists TOP such a beautiful garden 
mo heiki de gomi o suteru. 
. 
ni 
. in 
even without shame rubbish ACC throw away 
'Tourists unashamedly throw away rubbish even 
in this beautiful garden.' 
10. Despite the semantic rift between the transitive and 
the intransitive verbs, the transitive verb i tameru 
'injure (tr)' does not passivise. Itameru takes a 
body-part as its direct object, and thus the rules 
governing unpassivisability discussed in Chapter 2 
override the factor of semantic rift. 
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b. Konna utukusii teien . takusan n1 mo no 
such a beautiful garden 1n even a lot of 
. 
suter-are-te-iru • gom1 ga 
rubbish NOM throw away PASS RES 
'A lot of rubbish is thrown away 
(everywhere), even in this beautiful garden.' 
*Konna utukusii teien . takusan c. n1 mo no 
such a beautiful garden in even a lot of 
gomi ga sutat-te-iru. 
rubbish NOM decline RES 
25a. Watasi wa 
I TOP 
hanataba ni tegami o soe-te 
bouquet to letter ACC attach GER 
okut-ta. 
send PAST 
'I sent a letter along with the bouquet.' 
b. Hanataba ni wa tegami ga soer-are-te-ita. 
bouquet to TOP letter NOM attach PASS RES 
'A letter was attached to the bouquet.' 
c. *Hanataba ni wa tegami ga sot-te-ita. 
bouquet to TOP letter NOM go along RES 
25a. Haha wa daidokoro ni atarasii dissyuwossyaa 
mother TOP kitchen into new dishwasher 
o sue-ta. 
ACC set PAST 
'Mother put a new dishwasher in the kitchen.' 
b. Atarasii dissyuwossyaa ga 
new dishwasher NOM 
suer-are-ta. 
set PASS PAST 
daidokoro ni 
kitchen into 
'A new dishwasher was put in the kitchen.' 
c.*Atarasii dissyuwossyaa ga daidokoro ni 
new dishwasher NOM kitchen into 
suwat-ta. 
sit PAST 
Admittedly the semantic rift in a pair can be 
quite subjective. Making pairs of such verbs as suwaru -
p 
sueru or sou 
native speakers. 
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soeru would raise little objection from 
Thus, for instance, suwaru - sueru can be 
found as a pair in Shimada ( 1978) and Teramura ( 197 5). A 
somewhat controversial pair is komu 'be crowded (int)' and 
komeru 'load (tr)'. Although it is not so difficult to see 
(if forced, maybe) a relatedness between the two verbs in 
the notion of 'space being packed', some native speakers 
may well consider them as two totally separate verbs. 
There is a scale of degree of semantic rift, with it being 
easiest to see relatedness at one end of the scale and most 
difficult at the other end, and two verbs belonging to this 
latter end can be expected to raise some controversy among 
native speakers. 
However, what . lS important is that, whether one 
considers a controversial pair as a pair or not, this does 
not affect the observation made in this section. The point 
here is that, if there is a semantic rift existing between 
a transitive and an intransitive verb, the passive must be 
used if one wishes to place the focus on the direct object 
of the transitive sentence. If someone argues that a 
certain pair is not a pair with a semantic rift but they 
are two different verbs, the same thing still applies: . in 
order to bring the direct object into focus passivisation 
must take place. 
In Appendix I I I listed pairs with semantic rifts 
together with the meaning common to both the transitive and 
the intransitive. For these pairs passivisation 1s the 
only means a speaker has (if the speaker chooses to do so) 
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of shifting the viewpoint to the direct object of the 
transitive sentence. 
3.2 Pairs With No Semantic Rifts 
The transitive and intransitive pairs that have no 
semantic rifts (refer to the previous section for the 
definition of pairs with no semantic rifts) between them 
offer an intricate area for the contrast of intransitives 
and . passives. The reason for this . is that the NPs of 
intransitive and transitive sentences with no semantic 
rifts maintain a relation in which the object of the 
transitive sentence corresponds to the subject of the 
intransitive sentence. This relationship of the NPs is the 
same as the relationship of NPs found in a transitive 
sentence and its corresponding passive sentence. This fact 
brings 
very 
these 
close 
between the 
intransitive sentences and 
together. Nevertheless, 
two, and precisely what 
. passive sentences 
differences 
differences 
exist 
are 
involved is discussed in the next two sections. 
3.2.1 Volition 
The apparent difference between an intransitive 
sentence and a passive sentence . lS the existence of an 
agentive phrase . . 1 n a pass 1 ve sentence (whether covert or 
overt) and the absolute absence of such NPs from an 
' 
I 
intransitive 11 sentence. A more 
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study . is 
necessary to probe into this 
detailed 
difference betwe e n 
intransitives and passives. 
First of all, a dichotomy in the intransitive 
verbal system must be acknowledged. Jacobsen (1982:74) 
proposes this dichotomy as 
intransitives: 
'dynamic' and 'non-dynamic ' 
An agent 
'Dynamic intransitives are similar to 
transitives, with the difference that in 
transitive constructions patient and agent 
roles are discretely expressed in distinct 
noun phrases, whereas in dynamic intransitive 
constructions the two roles are bound up i n 
one entity.' 
can be regarded as . a conscious initiator of a 
verbal action and a patient as an entity typically moved or 
changed by a verbal action, as defined by Starosta (1978) 
(see page 17 Chapter 2). If one uses an English example in 
order to minimise the complication, the dichotomy can 
easily be seen in the two sentences Mary stood up and the 
glass broke. Mary, of Mary stood up, . is the . conscious 
initiator of the action of standing up but Mary is 
simultaneously the very entity that undergoes the change as 
the result of the vebal action, therefore Mary . is also a 
patient. Here the two semantic roles of agent and pat i ent 
are combined in one noun phrase, Mary. The glass of the 
11. There are two exceptions to this statement. The two 
intransitive verbs tukamaru 'be caught' and mi tukaru 
1 be found' take an agentive phrase expressed by the 
particle ni, as in keisatu ni tukamatta, '(I) got 
caught by the police', or keisatu ni mitukatta, '(I) 
got found out by the police'. However, these two are 
the only intransitive verbs of this kind. 
Ii 
11 
I 
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glass broke, however, is not or can not receive agentive 
interpretation, since when glass breaks it is caused by 
outside forces and certainly not because the glass 
initiated the action of breaking. The glass in The glass 
broke simply denotes patient role only. In Jacobsen's 
terminology the sentence Mary stood up is a dynamic 
intransitive sentence and The glass broke is a non-dynamic 
intransitive sentence. I avoid the use of the terms 
dynamic and non-dynamic in this paper, since these terms 
are sometimes employed to refer to a different linguistic 
concept of 'doing' and 'becoming' and thus may lead to some 
f . 12 con us ion. I shal 1 stick to the more conventional 
terminology of agentive intransitives for sentences like 
Mary stood up and non-agentive intransitives for sentences 
like The glass broke. 
Agentive intransitive sentences have animate 
subjects, predominantly human subjects. Use of the passive 
forms rather than the intransitive verbs leads to a 
distinct implication as regards the subject. 
26. Gakusei-tati wa kootei ni atumat-ta. 
students TOP playground in gather PAST 
(int) 
'Students gathered in the playground.' 
The noun phrase gakusei-tati incorporates agent and patient 
roles in the phrase, and the most natural reading of this 
sentence, accurately specified, is 'students got together 
12. For example, Alfonso (1974: 188) uses 'dynamic verbs' 
to refer to action verbs and 'non-dynamic verbs' to 
refer to stative verbs. 
Ii 
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in the playground on their own will'. The passive form of 
the pairing transitive atumeru, however, comes to imply the 
denial of the free voliton of the students, and this 
meaning contrasts vividly with that of the intransitive 
sentence. 
27a. Gakusei-tati wa totuzen no koonai-hoosoo 
students TOP sudden school announcement 
de hirugohan o 
by lunch ACC 
taberu 
eat 
ma mo naku kootei 
time even not playground 
. 
n1 atume-rare-ta. 
in gather PASS PAST 
(tr) 
'Students were made to gather 
playground with barely enough time 
their lunches. ' 
in the 
to finish 
I f we use the intrans it i ve at uma ru instead of the pass iv e 
the sentence becomes rather awkward: 
The 
27b. ??Gakusei-tati wa totuzen no koonai-hoosoo 
students TOP sudden school announcement 
de hirugohan o taberu ma mo naku 
by lunch ACC eat time even not 
kootei 
playground 
. 
n1 atumat-ta. 
in gather PAST 
(int) 
'Students gathered in the playground 
own will), with barely enough time 
their lunches.' 
awkwardness of the above sentence . arises 
(on their 
to finish 
from the 
assumption we make that students must want to eat lunch 
first, and this is incompatible with the willingness of the 
students to gather in the playground with hardly enough 
time to finish lunch: the 'willingness' of the students is 
implied in the intransitive construction. 
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The willingness of the subject, although often 
implied strongly, is not necessarily always present . 1n 
agentive intransitive sentences. 
28. Watasi wa iyaiya uti ni kaet-ta. 
I TOP unwillingly home to return PAST 
'I unwillingly returned home.' 
The fact that such a sentence is quite a normal sentence 
indicates that there should be a better term to characterise 
agentive intransitive sentences. Here I nominate the term 
volition. Volition and willingness certainly share much 
over lap in meaning but it is possible to have the volition 
to do something without particularly wanting to do it. 
Whenever the volition existing in an agentive intransitive 
needs to be negated, a passive form is used. The function 
of the passive is to bring out the idea of 'it was not my 
choice' on the part of the subject. Here are two examples 
taken from a novel by Kuroiwa (1976: 55 and 151): 
29. 
30. 
... sono 
that very 
anata 
you 
ire-rare-te sinu 
put PASS GER die 
(tr) 
ga 
NOM 
nante. 
PART 
. 
m1zu no 
water of 
naka ni 
inside into 
'(How terrible!) that very person got put 
into the water and died.' 
Dewa 
then 
Miyauchi wa 
TOP 
... doko kara 
were from 
kawanaka 
inside the river 
no ka. 
I wonder 
'Then from where 
the waters of the 
ni sizume-rare-ta 
into submerge . PASS PAST 
was Miyau chi 
river?' 
submerged 1n 
Ii 
I 
35 
Because of the . passive form ire-rare (from the transitive 
ireru) in 29, the reader infers that the person was 
murdered. If the corresponding intransitive verb, hairu, 
were used instead, the only interpretation would be that 
the person committed suicide. 
29 I• t ... sono ana a 
that very you 
hait-te 
enter GER 
. 
sinu 
die 
ga 
NOM 
nante. 
PART 
. 
mizu no 
water of 
naka ni 
inside into 
'(How terriblel) that very person entered the 
water and died.' 
Similarly, the choice of using the passive form sizume-rare 
over the intransitive verb sizum- in 30 definitely evokes 
the interpretation that Miyauchi was made to submerge 
against his volition. Thus again, 30 reinforces the 
reader's suspicion that Miyauchi was murdered. 
The negation of the volition of the subject can be 
brought out by mere circumstances: i.e. unlike 29 and 30, 
where the subjects were acted upon by another person, 
someone can merely fall into a situation, in which case the 
volition of the person is not considered. A situation into 
which one is forced is also expressed by . passives . An 
example taken from the novel Sanshiro nicely exemplifies 
this (Natsume 1966: 153: underlining is my own.) 
'Yoshiko wa sunao ni ki no karui onna dakara 
simai ni sugu kaette kimasu to iisutete, 
as ibaya ni hi tori oka o or i te i tta. Tomeru 
hodo no hi tuyoo mo nai si, issyo ni iku hodo 
no ziken demo nai node, hutari wa sizen ato 
ni nokoru wake ni natta. Hutari no 
syookyoku-teki na taido kara ieba, nokoru to 
iu yori nokosareta katati nimo naru.' 
(Rubin 1977:115, underlining is my own) 
I 
I 
'Finally Yoshiko, in her fresh, uncomplicated 
way, announced that she would be back soon 
and went swiftly down the hill. There was no 
need to stop her, no reason to go along~ the 
other two simply remained or, more 
precisely, were left - behind.' 
36 
The two people who were left behind entered a situation 
because Yoshiko went away. It was only because of this 
circumstance that the two stayed together, and naturally no 
volition on the part of the two . is 
happened to them. This absence of 
involved 
volition 
in what 
is well 
depicted by the author by contrasting the intransitive verb 
nokoru and the passive nokosareru ( nokosareta for the past 
tense). Because this passive form nokosareta is used to 
clarify that the situation was brought about only by 
surrounding circumstances, over which the two people did 
not exercise their volition at all, we cannot recover an 
agentive phrase (usually expressed by such particles . as ni, 
ni yotte or kara) for the passive construction. 
The passive construction in the text is presumably 
derived from the transitive sentence Yoshiko wa hutari o 
nokosita 'Yoshiko left the two behind.' The trans it i ve 
sentence in Japanese allows two meanings. One meaning . is 
that Yoshiko may go somewhere with the definite intention 
of leaving the two behind. The other is that Yoshiko may 
go somewhere and only its consequent result causes the two 
to be alone by themselves. The corresponding . passive 
sentence would permit Yoshiko to be expressed . in an 
agentive phrase if the original transitive sentence has the 
former meaning, but if the original transitive has the 
latter meaning, the corresponding . passive sentence would 
most naturally leave Yoshiko unmentioned. 
II 
37 
Therefore, the usage of this passage form in the 
above text dexterously portrays a picture in which Yoshiko 
innocently leaves the place and the two people are being 
left on their own by force of circumstances. 
Thus far one difference between agentive intrans-
itive sentences and . passive been clarified: sentences has 
the existence of the volition of the subject in the intrans-
itive construct ion and the absence of such volition in the 
. passive . 13 construction. The next question is directed at 
the difference(s) between non-agentive intransitive 
sentences and passive sentences. As shown in the following 
examples, 
volition. 
the difference here is again concerned with 
To clarify the problem being dealt with here, I 
shall contrast non-agentive intransitive sentences and 
passive sentences. 
13. It should be pointed out here that there are two 
pairs to which this finding fails to apply. They are 
tatu 'stand up' - tateru 'put up' and susumu 'proceed' 
susumeru 'advance' (tr). The passive forms 
taterareru and susumerareru cannot be used even when 
expressing lack of volition, as in *kyoositu ni 
taterareta ' (I) was made to stand up in the 
classroom 1 , or as in *mae ni susumerareta ' (I) was 
made to proceed to the front 1 • In order to produce 
correct sentences, we must first causativise the 
intransitives into tat-as and susum-as and then 
passivise them. Kyoositu ni tat-as-are-ta and mae ni 
susurn-as-are-ta, therefore, should be used. The 
reason why the passives of the paired transitives 
cannot be used and why causati visation of the 
intransitives must take place first lies in the 
nature of these two transitives. Shibatani (1976) 
and Inoue (1973) attempt to give an account of these 
transit i ves. However, since they are the only two 
pairs that behave this way, from the viewpoint of 
teaching they may safely be treated as rare 
exceptions. 
I 
30a. Uti ga tat-ta. 
house NOM build PAST 
{int) 
'A house was built. {int)' 
b. Uti ga tate-rare-ta. 
house NOM build PASS PAST 
'A house was built. {pass.)' 
31a. Kitte ga 
stamps NOM 
takusan 
many 
atumar-imasi-ta. 
gather POL PAST 
{int) 
'Many stamps were collected. {int)' 
b. Kitte ga 
stamps NOM 
takusan 
many 
atume-rare-masi-ta. 
collect PASS POL PAST 
'Many stamps were collected. {pass.)' 
32a. Kirei na 
pretty 
e ga 
painting NOM 
kakat-te-iru. 
is hung RES 
'A pretty painting is hung. {int)' 
b. Kirei 
pretty 
na e ga 
painting NOM 
kake-rare-te-iru. 
hang PASS RES 
{tr) 
'A pretty painting is hung. {pass.)' 
38 
A house or stamps or a painting can only receive patient 
interpretation, and this proves these intransitive 
sentences are non-agentive. In Japanese, such events as 
building a house, collecting stamps, or hanging a picture 
can be expressed either by an intransitive construction or 
by a passive construction. The difference between the a. 
and b. sentences above is superficially blurred as the 
English translations of these sentences fail to reflect any 
differences that may exist between the two constructions. 
No matter how similar the two constructions may 
seem to be, a careful observation of the language reveals 
this difference, that intransitive sentences such as the 
1, 
I 
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above cannot appear . . 1n a purpos 1 ve structure. In a 
purposive construction that inc 1 ude s such clauses as tame 
n i 'in order to' or yoo n i 'so that', one must not use an 
intransitive but always a passive sentence. 
This 
33a. Syooko o 
evidence ACC 
nokosa nai tame in (yoo ni), 
leave not in order to 
tegami ga yabur-are-ta. 
letter NOM tear PASS PAST 
'In order to erase all the evidence, the 
letter was torn.' 
sentence cannot be said using an intransitive 
construction. 
33b. *Syooko o 
evidence ACC 
nokosa nai tame ni (yoo ni), 
leave not in order to 
Similarly: 
tegami ga yabure-ta. 
letter NOM tear PAST 
'*In order to erase all the evidence, the 
letter tore. ' 
34a. Kootuu zyuutai o nakusu 
traffic jam(s) ACC eliminate 
tame ni, 
in order to 
kondo kono 
in future this 
dooro ga 
road NOM 
hiroge-rare-masu. 
widen PASS POL 
'In order to eliminate the traffic jams, this 
road will be widened in the near future.' 
b. *Kootuu zyuutai o nakusu 
traffic jam(s) ACC eliminate 
tame ni, 
in order to --
kondo kono 
in future this 
dooro 
road 
ga 
NOM 
hirogar-imasu. 
widen POL 
(int) 
'*In order to eliminate the traffic 
this road will widen.' 
. Jams, 
Along the same line, non-agentive intransitive 
sentences cannot take adverbs of intention, such as wazato 
'intentionally' or koi ni 'on purpose'. 
I 
Both 
35.* Tegami ga wazato 
letter NOM purposely 
yabure-ta. 
tear PAST 
(int) 
'*The letter purposely tore.' 
36.* Uti ga 
house NOM 
koi ni tat-ta. 
purposely build PAST 
(int) 
'The house was purposely built. (int)' 
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sentences above become acceptable only when the 
intransitive verbs yabure-ta and tat-ta are replaced by the 
passive forms yabur-are-ta and tate-rare-ta. 
This observation seems to justify the proposition 
that , as opposed to intrans i t iv es , pass iv es must imp 1 y a 
definite volition of the doer of the action denoted by the 
verb. The hypothesis is further substantiated by the 
linguistic fact that when there is no volition involved 
this event cannot be expressed by a passive construction 
but instead it must be expressed by an intransitive 
construction. The obvious cases of absence of volition are 
transitive sentences having experiencers as subjects and 
transitive sentences with negative contexts. Transitive 
sentences with negative contexts or negative senses are to 
be understood as transitive sentences that describe an 
event which is not normally desired. Withering a plant or 
breaking your favourite cup would not be desired, thus such 
events are events with negative contexts. 
When a normally agentive transitive sentence 
expresses a non-agentive context having an 'experiencer' as 
its subject, this transitive 
passivisation. 'Experiencer' . l.S meant 
sentence 
to refer 
escapes 
to a 
semantic role that contrasts with 'agent'. 'Agent' was 
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identified with the presence of volition as the 'consciou s 
initiator' of an action, while 'experiencer ' is to b e 
identified with the absence of it. Sentence 37 may express 
either an agentive or an experiencer context. 
37. Taroo wa 
TOP 
tegami o yabut-ta. 
letter ACC tear PAST 
'Taroo tore the letter.' 
The fact that Taroo can be either 'agent' or 'experiencer' 
is illustrated by the following sentences. 
37a. Taroo wa wazato tegami o yabut-ta. 
TOP purposely letter ACC tear PAST 
'Taroo purposely tore the letter.' 
b. Taroo wa ukkari tegami o yabut-ta. 
TOP accidentally letter ACC tear PAST 
'Taroo accidentally tore the letter.' 
Taroo in 37a. is obviously an agent, while Taroo in b. can-
not be anything else but an experiencer. To express . in 
another way the event described by 37b, a passive sentence 
cannot be used: if tegami 'letter' is to become the subject 
of a sentence, it must be expressed by an intransitive 
sentence. A passive sentence like 38 is unacceptable if 
Taroo accidentally tore the letter. 
38. 
It has to be: 
39. 
Tegami 
letter 
ga Taroo 
NOM 
ni yotte 
by 
Tegami ga 
letter NOM 
yabure-ta. 
tear PAST 
'The letter tore.' 
yabur-are-ta. 
tear PASS PAST 
. passive The logically inferred reason for this is because 
sentences always imply volition of a doer, whi l e 
intransitive sentences are not in the least concerned with 
such a concept. 
II 
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If a transitive sentence describes an event that 
nobody in a normal condition would want to cause (a 
transitive with a negative context), this event also cannot 
be expressed by using a passive construction. If for some 
reason the object in such a transitive sentence needs to be 
in a subject posit ion, the pairing intransitive verb must 
be used. 
40. Otooto wa kinoo densin-basira ni 
brother TOP yesterday electricity pole into 
kuruma o butuke -te 
car ACC crash GER 
simat -ta.-
AUX PAST 
1 (lit.) My brother crashed his car into an 
electricity pole yesterday. 1 
The transitive sentence 40, of which the object is kuruma 
1 car 1 , does not describe an event I my brother I wanted to 
cause. (This can be 
attached to the verb: 
shown by the auxiliary simatta 
simatta indicates the subject's 
regret.) Thus it is not permissible to use the . passive 
form for 40, but if for some reason kuruma needs to become 
a subject in discourse, it must be expressed by use of the 
intransitive verb. 
The 
4la.*Kuruma ga densin-basira ni butuke-
car NOM electricity pole into crash 
rare-ta. 
PASS PAST 
'The car was crashed into an electricity 
pole. 1 
b. Kuruma ga densin-basira ni butukat-ta. 
car NOM electricity pole into crash PAST 
(int) 
'The car crashed into an electricity pole. 1 
difference . arises because the . passive construction 
necessarily implies volition of a . doer. Indeed, if 
43 
crashing a car were an event someone would intentionally 
want to cause, then the passive form is quite acceptable. 
Thus: 
42. Kokono koozyoo 
this factory 
de wa kuruma ga lOOkm/h 
in cars NOM 
no supiido de kabe ni butuke-rare-te, sono 
of speed with wall into crash PASS GER that 
tuyosa ga sokuteis-are-masu. 
strength NOM measure PASS POL 
'In this factory 
wall at a speed 
strength. ' 
cars are crashed into the 
of lOOkm/h to test their 
Here the crashing of cars is not a negative event; rather, 
it is an event people cause with volition . Therefore it 
can be expressed . 1n the 
acceptable. 
Together 
constructions allow 
with 
only 
studied above (that a 
. passive form and still be very 
the fact that . purposive 
phenomena . passive sentences, the 
transitive sentence with an 
'experiencer' as its subject and a transitive sentence with 
a negative sense do not passivise) support the claim that 
the difference between non-agentive intransitive and 
passive sentences lies in the existence or non-existence of 
the volition of a doer. 
Because of the definite existence of volition . 1n 
the passive construction, passive sentences often bear the 
implication that whatever is done, it is done with a 
specific purpose; in this way they contrast strongly with 
superficially similar non-agentive intransitive sentences. 
I 
I 
,, 
43. 
44. 
Huyu ni sonaete, maki ga 
winter in preparing for wood NOM 
atume - rare - ta. 
- collect PASS PAST 
takusan 
a lot 
44 
'For the coming winter, a lot of wood was 
collected.' 
Itumo hirai-te-iru man ga 
always open RES gate NOM 
doosite 
why 
wa sime-rare-te-iru no daroo. 
TOP close PASS ·RES I wonder. 
kyoo 
today 
'I wonder why the gate, which is usually 
open, is closed today.' 
45. Genkan no hana wa kisoku tadasiku sioreru 
entrance of flowers TOP regularly wither 
koro . to kaer are-te-iru. n1. naru -
time become COMP change PASS RES. 
'Flowers at the entrance are changed 
regularly when they are about to wither. I 
Although these three sentences are not expressed with an 
explicit . purposive construction, it . 1.S not difficult to 
identify purposes for the events described by the passive 
verb forms. In 43, wood is collected in order to have a 
fire in winter: in 44, you are actually wondering about the 
purpose someone had for closing the gate (you are assuming 
someone closed the gate, not the wind or other natural 
forces): in 45, flowers at the entrance are changed with 
the purpose of keeping the place neat and at the same time 
giving a pleasant welcome to visitors. It is interesting 
to point out that in sentence 43 the intransitive atumat-ta 
cannot be used. Presumably this is because . the purpos 1. ve 
implication in the sentence is too strong to allow the 
intransitive construction. 
I 
Ii 
Ii 
45 
Passive structures used in contexts where no 
purpose is intended come to sound quite unnatural. Suppose 
you are walking with your 
not been for a long time. 
friend . 1n a city where you had 
You notice how much the city has 
changed during your absence and you may comment to your 
friend: zuibun nigiyaka ni narimasita ne '(This town) has 
become so lively' . Your friend then may react by saying 
that many big buildings have been built. In such a case 
the most natural way of putting it is by using an intransit-
ive construction, as in 46. 
46. Kono mati mo ookina biru ga takusan 
this city also big buildings NOM many 
tat 
-
ta kara ne. 
build PAST because PART 
'In this city, too, a lot of big buildings 
have been built indeed. I 
The friend is merely pointing out the fact that there are 
many buildings in the city now, and the purposes for which 
they were built are irrelevant. 
Another example would be the sentence you utter 
when you find a restaurant closed, contrary to your 
expectations. When you discover the door is locked after 
you attempt to open it, you should say~ 
47. Kagi ga 
lock NOM 
kakat-te-iru. 
is placed RES 
(int) 
'It is locked.' 
If you used the passive sentence instead, it would sound as 
if you were saying the owner of the restaurant purposely 
locked the door to keep you out: 
I 
II 
I. 
46 
48. Kagi ga kaker - are-te-iru. 
lock NOM place PASS RES. 
'The door has been locked. I 
To summarise this section: it was shown that one 
of the basic differences between . sentences and passive 
intransitive sentences is the concept of volition. 
Passives are used to imply the denial of the volition of 
the subject, in those cases in which they contrast with 
agentive 
subject). 
intransitives 
When . passives 
(they basically take a human 
and non-agentive intransitives were 
compared, it was illustrated that the strong implication of 
an agent's volition in passive sentences brings out a sense 
of a purpose with it. Thus passives are often used when a 
purpose is easily identified, while intransitives are used 
when a speaker describes an event without any referral to a 
purpose in mind. 
3.2.2 Aspect 
Another area in which intransitive and . passive 
forms show some difference is the aspectual character of 
the two forms. 
in te-iru form. 
In particular we are concerned with verbs 
The transitive verb and the intransitive 
verb . . in pairs with no semantic rift each exhibit an 
aspectual nature that differs from the aspectual nature of 
its partner in the pair. On the assumption that a passive 
sentence is derived from a transitive sentence, if the 
aspectual differences found between intransitive verbs and 
.... 
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the passive forms of those verbs were limited only to the 
differences between the intransitive and the transitive 
verbs, there would be nothing particularly noteworthy about 
that. The truth, however, is that passive forms actually 
seem to combine within themselves the aspectual characters 
of both the transitives and the intransitives. In order to 
observe this phenomenon . . 1n passive forms one must first 
obtain an over-all picture of the aspectual character found 
in transitive and intransitive pairs. 
Kindaichi (1950 and 1976), attempts to classify 
verbs into four categories, depending on the different 
behaviours or meanings a verb exhibits with the te-iru form. 
1. Verbs 
the 
which cannot take te-iru. This class 
includes existential verbs 
potential forms of various verbs. 
called stative verbs. 
aru 'to be' and the 
Verbs of this class are 
2. Verbs which indicate a progressive meaning with 
te-iru attached. This class typically includes activity 
verbs such as yomu 'to read', kaku 'to write', and taberu 
'to eat', and these are called continuative verbs. 
3. Verbs which indicate a perfect meaning with te-iru 
attached. Examples are the verbs kowareru 'to get broken', 
tuku 'to come on' (as in akari ga tuku 'a light comes on'), 
and kieru 'to extinguish (int)'. 
to as instantaneous verbs. 
These verbs are referred 
4. Verbs which must have te-iru attached to them when 
they occur in the sentence final position. Sobieru 'to 
rise above', as in too ga sobie-te-iru 'The tower rises 
above', and niru 'to resemble', as in watasi wa haha ni ni-
II 
L 
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te-iru 'I resemble my mother', are typical examples of this 
class. 
verbs. 
Kindaichi simply calls verbs of this group type-4 
Reanalysing Kindaichi's classification of verbs, 
Yoshikawa ( 1976) makes a deeper examination of the meaning 
of verbs in the te-i ru form. He proposes five different 
. 
meanings expressed by verbs . 1n the te-iru form: i) 
continuation of action or event, ii) resultative state 
induced by action or event, iii) simple state, iv) 
experience in the past and v) iterative action or event. 
Of the five meanings of verb + te-iru he suggests that i) 
and ii) constitute the basic meanings of the verb + te-iru 
form. 
He argues that the third . meaning, that of 'simple 
state', is a derivative meaning of ii). The difference 
between ii) and iii) is that ii) presupposes an action or 
an event takes place and this eventually brings about a 
certain state, whereas iii) is not at all concerned with 
anything actually taking place. The sentence yama ga 
sobie-te-iru 'A mountain rises above', is not in the least 
concerned with when the rising of the mountain took place: 
it is merely concerned with how the mountain is - a fixed 
state. The sentence sukaato ga yabure-te-iru 'The skirt is 
torn', on the other hand, assumes an act ion or an event 
which brought about the skirt's torn condition. This state 
of the skirt is thus a temporary state. Still, whether the 
state is temporary or fixed, ii) and iii) share the common 
semantic of denoting a state. 
49 
He also considers the fourth meaning, 'experience 
in the past ' , as a de r iv at ion of i i ) . ' Ex per i enc e in the 
past' refers to te-iru forms . in sentences like the 
following. 
50. Kare wa zyuu-nen mae ni kekkonsi-te-iru. 
he TOP 10 years before at marry. 
'He got married 10 years ago.' 
51. Taroo wa ii ronbun o takusan kai-te-iru. 
TOP good essays ACC many write. 
'Taroo has written many good essays.' 
The results in the above sentences (being married and 
having written many essays) is not as obvious as the 
resultative state denoted in ii) (a torn skirt, for 
example). Nevertheless, we can see that ii) and iv) share 
a common notion of result. 
His inclusion of v) 'iterative action or event' 
under i) 'continuation of action or event' would not cause 
much contention. 'Iterative action or event' refers to a 
process in which an action or event occurs repeatedly at a 
certain interval over a span of time. An example of an 
iterative action is booru o ket-te-iru '(I) am kicking a 
ball'. Since 'continuation of action or event' means a 
process of an action or event happening such as hasit-te-iru 
'running', i) and v) may be grouped together as referring 
to a process. Whether you are kicking a ball or are 
running, you are always in the process of kicking a ball 
(which takes place repeatedly therefore is iterative) . or in 
the process of . running (which continues, but not 
repeatedly, therefore is continuative). 
An ·important point which neither Kindaichi nor 
Yoshikawa mentions regarding the aspect of verb+ te-iru is 
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that, depending on the argument a verb takes, one and the 
same verb may denote different aspects in its te-iru form. 
For instance, the transitive verb akeru denotes 
'continuation of action' when it occurs with such an object 
as kanzume 'tin', as in kanzume o ake-te-iru • ( I am) 
opening a tin' but when it occurs with mado 'window' it 
normally denotes 'resultative state induced by action'.14 
This difference in aspect of the verb akeru originates from 
our pragmatic knowledge that opening a tin takes 
substantial amount of time whilst opening a window 
usually done in a matter of a second. 
a 
. 
lS 
The change in the subject of a transitive sentence 
does not seem to influence the aspect of the transitive 
sentence as a proposition, when the transitive sentence 
retains the same direct object. Since most of the 
transitive sentences in Japanese have an animate subject 
(predominantly human), the most significant change that can 
impinge on the part of subject is possibly between singular 
and plural. 
14. 
48. John ga ima kanzume o ake-te-i ru. 
NOM now tin ACC open 
'John is opening a tin now.• 
49. Oozei no hito ga itido ni kanzume 
a lot of people NOM simultaneously tin 
o ake-te-iru. 
ACC open 
• A lot of people 
eously. • 
. 
are opening tins simultan-
In a situation where there are many windows to 
open, it may denote 'iterative action'. 
I 
51 
The continuative aspect . shown . both 48 and 49, though lS 1n 
the subject 
so. 
51. 
changes from singular in 48 to plural in 49. 
John ga hi tori dake mado 0 ake-te-iru. 
NOM one person only window ACC open 
. 
'John lS the only one who has his window 
open. I 
Kyoo wa 
today TOP 
mado o 
window ACC 
atui node 
hot because 
ake-te-iru. 
open 
oozei no hito ga 
a lot of people NOM 
'Because it's hot today, a lot of people have 
their windows open.' 
The resultative aspect . remains the same for 5 0 and 5 1 , 
whether or not the subject is singular or plural, just as 
the same continuative aspect remained for 48 and 49. 
It follows from the above that in order to examine 
the aspectual nature of verbs, we ought to deal not only 
with verbs alone but also with the arguments the verbs 
occur with: specifically, intransitive verbs should be 
examined together with their subject NPs, and the aspect of 
transitive verbs, with their direct object NPs. 
The propositions that contain corresponding 
transitive and intransitive pairs were studied by examining 
which of the two aspectual meanings, i) continuation of 
action or event (continuative aspect) or ii) resultative 
state induced by action or event (resultative aspect), they 
denote in the te-iru form. It must be noted, however, that 
I exclude the meaning of 'experience in the past' from 
resul tat i ve aspect. This is because any sentence with an 
animate subject (transitive or intrans- itive) is capable 
of implicating 'experience in the past' in the te-iru 
... 
. 
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form. Therefore, if we are to see a difference between two 
propositions, one denoting continuative aspect and the 
other resul tati ve aspect in their te-iru form, 'experience 
in the past' cannot be included at all: otherwise the two 
propositions would merge to denote 
resultative aspect. 
one and the same 
The table below shows the combinations of 
aspectual character found for pairs of verbs. Verbs were 
examined with arguments as propositions. The nouns in the 
column on the right are example nouns with which verbs can 
be demonstrated to show the aspect claimed. To take an 
example of the first pair in the list, the aspect of tatu 
'stand' and tateru 'raise' can be examined by studying uti 
ga tat-te-iru 'a house is built' and uti o tate-te-iru 
' ( they are) building a house' • Natural 1 y, one pair w i 11 
not necessarily be restricted to one type of combination. 
The pair aku 'open' and akeru (tr) ' enter Type 1 . 1n 
the list with such a noun as kanzume 'tin', but with such a 
noun as mado 'window', the pair enters Type 2. 
The most common combination of aspects in 
corresponding transitive and intransitive sentences is Type 
1 in the table. In a Type 1 pair, the intransitive 
sentence receives a resultative reading in its te-iru form, 
as in miruku ga atatamat-te-iru 'The milk has been warmed 
up', and the transitive sentence a continuative reading, as 
in miruku o atatame-te-iru '(I) am warming some milk'. 
Intransitive sentences in Type 2 also receive only a 
resultative reading with te-iru, but transitives in -this 
category can receive either a continuative or a resultative 
.... 
Canbinations of aspectual character found in pairs. 
Type 1 
Type 2 
Type 3 
Type 4 
Intransitives 
{with te-iru) 
resultative 
resultative 
resultative 
continuative 
continuative 
Transitives 
{with te-iru) 
continuative 
continuative 
resultative 
continuative 
continuative 
Example Pairs: int. verbs on left, 
tr. verbs on right 
tatu ' starrl ' 
kowareru 'break' 
aku 'open' 
atatamaru 're wannoo' 
aku 'open' 
sirnaru 'close' 
hodokeru 'come untioo' 
husagaru 're blocked' 
ug:,ku 'rrove' 
hirogaru 'spread' 
tokeru 'melt' 
tiru 'scatter' 
kurusirnu 're tonnentoo' 
tuzuku 'continue' 
naru 'ring' 
tateru 'raise' 
kowasu 'break' 
aku 'open' 
atatameru 'wann' 
aku 'open' 
sirneru 'close' 
hodoku 'untie' 
husagu 'block 
ug:,kasu 'rrove' 
hirogeru 'spread' 
tokasu 'melt' 
tirasu 'scatter' 
kurusimeru 'tonnent' 
tuzukeru 'continue' 
narasu 'ring' 
{uti 'house') 
{ kuruma ' car ' ) 
{kanzume 'tin') 
{miruku 'milk' ) 
{rnado 'window' ) 
{to 'door') 
{obi 'sash') 
{ana 'hole' ) 
{kururna 'car ' ) 
{und(X) 'movement') 
{k(X)ri 'ice') 
{kamihubuki 'confetti') 
{haha 'mother ' ) 
{1::angumi 'program') 
{kane 'bell') 
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reading depending on the context in which the sentence 
occurs. 
52. Doosite sekkaku musun-da obi o mata 
53. 
why much trouble tie PAST sash ACC again 
hodoi-te-iru no? 
untie PART 
'Why are you untying the sash you tied with 
so much trouble?' 
Ai tu wa i tumo 
he TOP always 
hodoi-te-iru. 
untie 
darasinaku nekutai 
untidily tie 
0 
ACC 
hanbun 
half 
'He always has his tie slovenly half undone.' 
The transitive verb hodoi-te-iru denotes a continuative 
reading in 52 but a resultative reading for 53. Type 3 
intransitives receive both of the aspectual readings, like 
the transitives in Type 2, while their transitive partners 
allow only a continuative reading. 
54. 
55. 
Koori ga 
ice NOM 
sukosi zutu toke-te-iru. 
little by little melt 
'The ice is melting gradually (little by 
1 it tle) • I 
Koori ga 
ice NOM 
zenbu 
all 
toke-te-iru. 
melt 
'The ice has all melted.' 
The sentence koori o tokas-ite-iru '(I) am melting the 
ice', containing the corresponding transitive verb, can 
never mean ' (I) have melted the ice', in contrast with 5 5. 
The last category, Type 4, allows only a continuative 
aspect for both the transitive and the intransitive 
sentences. 
' 
itive 
56. 
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Kono bangumi . ninki . wa nezuyo1 n1 sasae-
this program TOP strong popularity by support 
te . tuzui te-iru. rare 
-
1ma mo -
PASS GER now even continue 
'Supported by strong popularity, this program 
is still (even now) continuing.' 
57. Kono bangumi wa madamada ninki ga aru 
this program TOP still popularity NOM exist 
node, kotosi mo tuzuke -te-iru. 
because this year again continue 
'Because this program is still popular we are 
continuing it again this year.' 
The aspectual differences found between intrans-
and transitive sentences are reflected in the 
aspectual differences between intransitive and . passive 
sentences, for the aspectual nature of transitive sentences 
is inherited by the passive forms. 
58. Kono mae byooin de miruku ga 
the other day hospital in milk NOM 
ookina 
big 
densirenzi de itido ni atatame-rare-te-iru 
microwave oven in all together warm PASS 
no o 
COMP ACC 
mi - ta. 
see PAST 
'The other day in as hospital I saw (a lot of) milk 
being warmed up all at one time in a big microwave 
oven. 
59. 
60. 
Obi no musubi-kata 
of ways to tie 
ga hodok-are-te-iru 
NOM untie PASS 
mo taisetu 
also important 
da. 
. 
lS 
. 
obi 0 narau n1 wa, 
ACC learn . order to in 
tokoro 0 miru no 
COMP ACC watch COMP 
'To learn the ways to tie the sash, it- is also 
important to watch a sash being untied.' 
Obi ga 
NOM 
zembu hodok-are-te-iru. 
all untie PASS 
'The obi is completely untied.' 
61. 
62. 
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Jikken no tame koori ga sukosi zutu 
experiment of purpose ice NOM little by little 
tokas-are-te-iru. 
melt PASS 
'The ice is gradually being melted for the 
experiment.' 
. . Kono bangumi wa nizyuu-nen tat- ta ima 
this program TOP 20 years pass PAST present 
mo, ookuno hitobito 
time even many people's 
tuzuke- rare -te-iru. 
continue PASS 
'After 20 years (from 
program is still being 
effort of many people.' 
doryoku . yotte no ni 
effort by 
its inception), 
continued now by 
this 
the 
Sentence 58 shows that the aspectual nature of the original 
transitive sentence (Type 1) also appears . in the . passive 
form. The . passive sentence 58 denotes the process of the 
milk being warmed up, thus indicating the continuative 
aspect inher'i ted from the transitive. Similarly, 59 and 60 
respectively exemplify continuative and resultative aspects 
. in the . passive form of the Type 2 transitive sentence. 
Passive sentences 61 and 62 yield continuative aspects, 
with the verb in 61 derived from the Type 3 transitive verb 
tokasu 'melt' and the verb in 62 from the Type 4 transitive 
verb tuzukeru 'continue'. 
The aspectual differences between . passive 
intransitive sentences however, are not just 
and 
the 
differences found between corresponding intransitive and 
transitive sentences. It is a little more complicated than 
that. A closer study shows that, in fact, wherever there 
. is an aspectual difference between intransitive and 
transitive sentences, passive constructions can denote not 
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only the aspectual reading of the transitive sentence but 
also the aspectual reading of the intransitive sentence. 
This involves more directly the 
-
. pairs of Types 1 and 3, 
. 
since they are the only combinations . in which the 
intransitive sentences can indicate a different aspect from 
that of the transitive sentences. The . passive forms of 
Type 1 and Type 3 transitive constructions not only yield a 
continuative aspect with te-iru but can also denote a 
resultative aspect. Let us look again at sentence 58, 
which shows a continuati ve reading because the transitive 
sentence from which 58 derives belongs to Type 1 denoting 
only a continuative aspect with te-iru. 
58. Kono mae byooin de miruku 
the other day hospital in milk 
ga 
NOM 
ookina 
big 
densirenzi de itido ni atatame-rare-te-iru 
microwave oven in all together warm PASS 
no o 
COMP ACC 
mi - ta. 
see PAST 
'The 
milk 
other 
being 
day in 
warmed 
microwave oven. 
as 
up 
hospital I 
all at one 
saw (a lot 
time in a 
of) 
big 
And yet the passive sentence containing atatame-rare-te-iru 
is capable of receiving a resultative reading as well. 
63. Itu akatyan oki te ii . ga - mo yoo ni 
whenever baby -NOM wake GER even good so that 
miruku wa sudeni atatame - rare - te-iru. 
milk TOP already warm PASS 
'The milk has already been warmed up, so that 
whenever the baby wakes up, it's ready.• 
To take another transitive sentence from Type 1 as an 
example, the passive form of tateru 'raise' can be shown to 
behave the same way in its te-iru form. 
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64. Ima asoko ni kawatta biru ga tate-
65. 
The 
now over there strange building NOM build 
rare-te-iru ga, nan no biru ka 
PASS but, what of building COMP 
sit-te-iru ka. 
known Q 
'A funny looking building is being built over 
there; do you know what sort of building it 
is?' 
Kono biru wa 
this building TOP 
mati no hitobito ni 
town of people to 
goraku to benrina kaimono o 
entertainment and convenient shopping ACC 
teikyoosuru to dooji ni mawari to no 
provide at the same time environment with 
tyoowa mo kooryosi - te tate - rare-te-iru. 
harmony also consider GER build PASS 
'This building provides the people in the 
town with entertainment and convenient 
shopping and at the same time, it is built in 
such a way that it fits in the environment.' 
. passive form of a Type 3 transitive sentence 
is the same; with te-iru it denotes not only a continuative 
aspect but also a resultative aspect. 
61. Jikken no tame 
experiment of purpose 
tokas-are-te-iru. 
melt PASS 
koori ga sukosi zutu 
ice NOM little by little 
'The ice is gradually being melted for the 
experiment.' 
66. Raibaru no siwaza de, sakuya kusins-ite 
rival of doing by last night with much effort 
tukuriage-ta koori no 
complete PAST ice of 
tokas - are -te-iru. 
melt PASS 
tyookoku ga 
sculpture NOM 
zembu 
all 
'The sculpture in ice that I laboured to 
complete last night is completely melted; this 
was the doing of a rival.' 
l 
In concluding the above 
sentences include the aspectual 
finding 
natures 
that 
of 
59 
. passive 
both the 
intransitive and the transitive sentences, let me add the 
observation that in actual language usage aspect may 
function only as a minor criterion for distinguishing 
intransitive constructions from passive sentences. Never-
theless, the difference had to be studied in order to 
contribute, even if . 1n a small way, towards the 
clarification of the exact characteristics of intransitive 
sentences and the characteristics of . passive sentences. 
Research into the question of how aspect governs the usage 
of voice (transitive, intransitive, or passive) is left for 
future study. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Throughout this paper intransitive verbs and 
passive forms have been contrasted in an attempt to clarify 
the differences involved. The Japanese verb system is 
characterised 
transitive and 
by a large proportion of corresponding 
intransitive verbs. This characteristic 
presents a stumbling block for those who would learn the 
language. Not only do they have to learn the morphology of 
pairs but they also have to face up to the co-existence of 
. intransitive verbs and passive forms. The study of 
intransitive verbs 
favour of the 
passivisation. 
and passive 
rule-governed 
forms has been neglected . in 
linguistic phenomenon of 
In this paper I have first defined pairs of 
transitive and intransitive verbs, then I have examined the 
interaction of passives with transitive and intransitive 
. pairs. 
Chapter 2 deals with cases in which transitive and 
intransitive pairs do not have the interaction of passive 
forms. There I explained why the language allows 
intransitive verbs but prohibits passivisation by applying 
the shift of viewpoint function of passives. 
Chapter 3 deals with cases of pairs in which there 
i s pas s iv e- form interact ion . In it we see one clear-cut 
difference between intransitives and . passive forms . in the 
actual meaning of verbs. When semantic rifts exist between 
r 
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transitive and intransitive pairs, passive forms must be 
used to take on the role usually played by intransitive 
verbs. When for any reason the object in a transitive 
sentence is to be put as the subject of the sentence, the 
passive form must be used because of the semantic rifts 
the pair. 
. 
1n 
Two other areas where intransitive and . passive 
sentences differ are connected with 'volition' and 'aspect'. 
For the area of 'volition', two kinds of intransitive 
sentences had to be distinguished: agentive and non-agentive 
sentences. Passive sentences are found to negate volition 
in their subjects when their corresponding agentive intrans-
itive sentences imply the volition of the subject. In the 
their case of non-agentive intransitive sentences and 
passive sentences, the presence of the notion of volition 
. 
lS somehow reversed. The non-agentive intransitive 
sentences simply ignore the concept of volition, while the 
passive sentences, on the other hand, connote the volition 
of an agent, which may be expressed by an oblique case. 
Because of this difference between non-agentive intransit ive 
sentences and passive sentences, passive forms are always 
used in a purposive construction or in a context in which a 
purpose of a doer can easily be identified. 
Finally, aspect denoted in te-iru form has been 
discussed, and it has been shown that passive sentences can 
denote the aspect not only of the original transitive 
sentences but also of the corresponding intransitive 
sentences. This is to say that if a transitive sentence is 
continuative and the corresponding intransitive sentence 
I 
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resul tati ve, its passive sentence denotes both continuati ve 
and resultative aspects. 
Although this study looked at the differences 
between intransitive and passive sentences in quite some 
detail, it did not include the problem of the 'style' of 
language. Just from a cursory study of various writings it 
is possible to state that some rather formal, or textbook-
style, writing prefers a more frequent use of passive forms 
than one usually encounters. A formal style is likely to 
use a passive form even where an intransitive verb would 
normally be used in conversation or writing. 
See the following sentences extracted from an 
academic article.15 
67. Syakai-kagaku to iu mono wa seioo 
social science called thing TOP Western 
World 
ni 
in 
hattatus-ita gakumon de ari, sugureta bunseki, 
develop PAST field is outstanding analysis 
riron ga das-are, sono kooyoo o 
theory NOM put out PASS that result ACC 
nihon no gakusya ga toriireru no wa toozen 
Japan of scholars NOM adopt COMP TOP natural 
de aru. 
is 
'The academic field called social science was 
developed in the Western world and outstanding 
analyses and theories are produced (lit. put 
out), and it is natural that Japanese scholars 
adopt such results.' 
15. The sentences are cited from Nakane (1972: 13, 138). 
68. 
69. 
The usage of 
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• • • korera no riron o 
these of theory ACC 
• • • kotonaru syakai 
different society 
ni tekiyoosuru baai, seioo syakai ni 
to apply when Western society to 
tekiyoos-ita 
apply PAST 
warikirenai 
unaccounted 
baai to tigat-te, umaku 
when from differ nicely 
mondai ga 
problems NOM 
nokos-areru no 
leave PASS COMP 
wa toozen de aru. 
TOP natural is 
'When we 
society, 
society, 
problems 
apply these theories to a different 
unlike applying them to a Western 
it is natural for unsatisfactory 
to be left.' 
Onzyoosyugi to iu kotoba 
paternalism called word 
ni arawas-are-
in put out PASS 
te-iru zyootekina kobun e no 
emotional subordinates to of 
omoiyari wa tuneni kobun e no 
consideration TOP always subordinates to of 
rikai 0 zentei to suru • • • 
understanding ACC presuppose 
'Consideration towards subordinates which 1s 
expressed (lit. put out) in the word 
"paternalism" always pre-supposes under-
standing towards subordinates ... ' 
the three . passive forms underlined . 1n the 
sentences cannot be accounted for by the analysis developed 
in this paper. The intransitive verb deru 'come out', 
nokoru 'remain' and arawareru 'come out' can replace the 
passive forms above, yielding grammatical sentences. As far 
as my analysis extends, there is no reason why the writer 
of the book could not have used intransitive verbs rather 
than the passive verbs. 
Such use of . passives seems to be related to the 
style of writing rather than any other factors. This area 
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of 'style' as a factor governing the use of intransitive 
and passive sentences is left for a future study. 
APPENDIX I 
JAPANESE INTRANSITIVE/TRANSITIVE VERBAL PAIRS 
[The categorisation of the affixes and verbs 
are adopted from the list in Jacobsen (1982). The 
elimination of some pairs from the original list occurred 
in order that all pairs meet the conditions of pairing 
established in Chapter 1. Pairs marked with+ means they 
appear in Appendix II as pairs with semantic rifts.] 
1. -e-/-i>-
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hirakeru 
hodokeru 
horeru 
hureru 
kakeru 
kireru 
kudakeru 
kuzikeru 
makureru 
'be developed' 
'come untied' 
'be hollowed' 
'shake' 
hiraku 
hodoku 
horu 
huru 
kaku 
kiru 
kudaku 
kuziku 
makuru 
'open, develop' 
'untie' 
+ mieru 
mogeru 
+ momeru 
mukeru 
. 
nez1reru 
n1eru 
nugeru 
nukeru 
oreru 
sakeru 
. 
s1reru 
sogeru 
sureru 
tigireru 
tokeru 
toreru 
wareru 
yabureru 
yakeru 
yozireru 
'lack' 
'be cut off' 
'be smashed' 
'be discouraged' 
'be tucked up' 
'be visible' 
'come off' 
'get into dispute' 
'peel' 
'get twisted' 
'boil' 
'come off' 
'come off' 
'break, fold' 
'tear' 
'become known' 
'be hollow' 
'rub' 
'be torn off' 
'melt' 
'come off' 
'split' 
'get broken' 
'burn' 
'get twisted' 
. 
m1ru 
mogu 
momu 
muku 
. 
nez1ru 
n1ru 
nugu 
nuku 
oru 
saku 
. 
s1ru 
sogu 
suru 
tigiru 
toku 
toru 
waru 
yaburu 
yaku 
yoz1ru 
'hollow out' 
'shake' 
'lack' 
'cut' 
'smash' 
'break' 
'tuck up' 
'see' 
'pluck off' 
'crush ... 
'peel' 
'twist' 
'boil' 
'take off' 
'remove' 
'break, fold' 
'tear' 
'come to know' 
'diminish' 
'rub' 
'tear' 
'melt' 
'take' 
'split' 
'break' 
'burn' 
'twist' 
2. -c/J-/-e-
aku 
aradatu 
doku 
hairu 
hikkomu 
hisomu 
+husu 
iradatu 
itamu 
kagamu 
kakeru 
karamu 
katamuku 
katazuku 
kizutuku 
+komu 
kurusimu 
matigau 
+mukau 
narabu 
noku 
nurumu 
sakadatu 
sirizoku 
. 
sizumu 
sitagau 
sodatu 
somuku 
sorou 
+sou 
subomu 
sukumu 
susumu 
tatu 
tawamu 
tikazuku 
'open' 
'be aggravated' 
'get out of the way' 
'enter' 
'draw back' 
'lurk' 
'lie down' 
'be excited' 
'hurt' 
'bend' 
'lack' 
'twine round' 
'lean' 
'be in order' 
'get hurt' 
'be crowded' 
'suffer' 
'be wrong' 
'face' 
'line up' 
'get out of the way' 
'become lukewarm' 
'bristle' 
'retreat' 
IS ink I 
'go along with' 
'grow up' 
'turn away' 
'match' 
'go along with' 
'get narrower' 
'crouch' 
'advance' 
'stand' 
'be bent' 
'approach' 
akeru 
aradateru 
dokeru 
ireru 
hikkomeru 
hisomeru 
huseru 
iradateru 
itameru 
kagameru 
kaku 
karameru 
katamukeru 
katazukeru 
kizutukeru 
komeru 
kurusimeru 
matigaeru 
mukaeru 
naraberu 
nokeru 
nurumeru 
sakadateru 
sirizokeru 
. 
sizumeru 
sitagaeru 
sodateru 
somukeru 
soroeru 
soeru 
subomeru 
sukurneru 
susumeru 
tateru 
tawameru 
tikazukeru 
'open ' 
'aggrava te' 
'remove' 
'put i n ' 
'pul l back ' 
'conceal' 
'conceal ' 
'excite' 
'injure' 
'bend' 
'lack' 
'bind' 
'lean' 
'tidy up' 
'hurt' 
'load' 
'torment' 
'mistake' 
'meet' 
'line up' 
'remove' 
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'make less hot' 
'ruffle up' 
'expel' 
IS ink I 
'take along with' 
'bring up' 
'turn away' 
'arrange' 
'add to' 
'narrow' 
'duck (head) ' 
'advance' 
'raise' 
'bend' 
'allow to come n ear' 
2. -~-/-e- (cont.) 
tizimu 'shrink' 
todoku 'arrive' 
tubomu 'close' 
tuku 'adhere to' 
tuzuku 'continue' 
ukabu 'float' 
utumuku 'look down' 
yamu 'stop' 
yawaragu 'soften' 
yugamu 'bend' 
3. -ar-/-e-
+ kiwamaru 
nukumaru 
osamaru 
owaru 
sadamaru 
sagaru 
sebamaru 
. 
s1maru 
sizumaru 
somaru 
sonawaru 
+sutareru 
subomaru 
+suwaru 
takamaru 
tamaru 
tasukaru 
'go to extremes' 
'get warm' 
'subside, 
be governed' 
'end' 
'be decided' 
'drop' 
'get narrow' 
'tighten, close' 
'get quiet' 
'be dyed' 
'be endowed with' 
'fall out of use' 
'get narrow' 
'sit' 
'rise' 
'collect' 
'be saved' 
+tazusawaru 'participate in' 
tizimaru 
tomaru 
toozakaru 
tubomaru 
'shrink' 
'stay (at)' 
'get far' 
'close' 
tizimeru 
todokeru 
tubomeru 
tukeru 
tuzukeru 
ukaberu 
utumukeru 
yameru 
yawarageru 
yugameru 
kiwameru 
nukumeru 
osameru 
oeru 
sadameru 
sageru 
sebameru 
simeru 
sizumeru 
someru 
sonaeru 
suteru 
subomeru 
sueru 
takameru 
tameru 
tasukeru 
tazusaeru 
tizimeru 
tomeru 
toozakeru 
tubomeru 
'reduce' 
'deliver' 
'close' 
'attach' 
'continue' 
'set afloat' 
'cast down' 
'stop' 
'soften' 
'bend' 
'attain' 
'warm' 
'suppress, 
govern' 
'end' 
'decide ' 
'lower' 
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'narrow' 
'tighten, close ' 
'quiet' 
'dye' 
'stock' 
'throw away' 
'narrow' 
'set' 
'raise' 
'collect' 
'save' 
'have' 
'reduce' 
'lodge' 
'make far' 
'close' 
3. -ar-/-e- (cont.) 
tukamaru 
tukaru 
tumaru 
turanaru 
tutawaru 
tuyomaru 
udaru 
ukaru 
umaru 
usumaru 
uwaru 
uzumaru 
yasumaru 
'be caught' 
'be soaked in' 
'be stuffed' 
'lie in a row' 
'be handed down' 
'grow strong' 
'boil' 
'pass ( an exam)' 
'be buried' 
'become thin' 
'be planted' 
'be buried' 
'be rested' 
yokotawaru 'lie down' 
yowamaru 'weaken' 
4. -ar-/-c/J 
hasamaru 'be caught in' 
husagaru 'be blocked' 
kurumaru 'be wrapped up' 
+matagaru 'sit astride' 
+togaru 'be sharp' 
+tukamaru 'hold on' 
tunagaru 'be connected' 
5. -r-/-s-
hirugaeru 'wave' 
hitaru 'be soaked' 
kaeru 'return' 
kaeru 'be hatched' 
kieru 'go out' 
korogaru 'roll' 
kutugaeru 'capsize' 
mawaru 'turn' 
tukamaeru 
tukeru 
tumeru 
turaneru 
tutaeru 
tuyomeru 
uderu 
ukeru 
umeru 
usumeru 
ueru 
uzumeru 
yasumeru 
yokotaeru 
yowameru 
hasamu 
husagu 
kurumu 
matagu 
togu 
tukamu 
tunagu 
hirugaesu 
hitasu 
kaesu 
kaesu 
kesu 
korogasu 
kutugaesu 
mawasu 
'catch' 
'soak' 
'stuff ' 
'line up' 
'convey' 
'strengthen ' 
'boil' 
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'take ( an exam) ' 
'bury' 
'make thin' 
'plant' 
'bury' 
'rest' 
'lay down' 
'weaken' 
'insert' 
'block' 
'wrap' 
'straddle' 
'whet, hone' 
'grab' 
'connect' 
'wave' 
'soak' 
'return' 
'hatch' 
'extinguish' 
'roll' 
'capsize' 
'turn' 
5. -r-/-s- (cont.) 
modoru 'return' 
naoru 'get better, be 
. 
'get muddy' n1goru 
nokoru 'remain' 
okoru 'happen' 
tirakaru 'be scattered' 
tomoru 'burn' 
tooru 'pass' 
uturu 'move' 
uturu 'be reflected' 
wataru 'cross over' 
yadoru 'lodge (at) I 
6. -re-/-s-
arawareru 
hagareru 
hanareru 
hazureru 
kakureru 
kegareru 
koboreru 
konareru 
kowareru 
kuzureru 
midareru 
mureru 
nagareru 
taoreru 
tubureru 
yogoreru 
'appear' 
'peel off' 
'separate' 
'come off' 
'hide' 
'be stained' 
'spill' 
'be digested' 
'break' 
'collapse' 
'be disordered' 
'be steamed' 
'flow' 
'fall down' 
'be crushed' 
'become dirty' 
cured' 
modosu 
naosu 
. 
n1gosu 
nokosu 
okosu 
tirakasu 
tomosu 
toosu 
utusu 
utusu 
watasu 
yadosu 
arawasu 
hagasu 
hanasu 
hazusu 
kakusu 
kegasu 
kobosu 
konasu 
kowasu 
kuzusu 
midasu 
musu 
nagasu 
taosu 
tubusu 
yogosu 
'return' 
'cure' 
'muddy' 
'leave' 
'arouse' 
'scatter' 
'burn' 
'let pass ' 
'move' 
'copy' 
'hand over' 
'conceive' 
'display' 
'peel off' 
'separate' 
'take off' 
'hide I 
'stain' 
'spill' 
'digest' 
'break' 
'destroy' 
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'put in order ' 
'steam' 
'wash away' 
'bring down' 
'crush' 
'soil' 
. 
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7. -·¢-/-as-
+aku 'open' akasu 'reveal' 
+hagemu 'strive' hagemasu 'enG_Qurage' 
hekomu 'become hollow' hekomasu 'dent' 
heru 'decrease' herasu 'decrease' 
hikkomu 'withdraw' hikkomasu 'pull back' 
hukuramu 'swell' hukuramasu 'inflate' 
kawaku 'dry' kawakasu 'dry' 
+koru 'be absorbed in' korasu 'elaborate' 
moru 'leak' morasu 'let leak' 
naru 'ring' narasu 'ring' 
soru 'bend' sorasu 'bend' 
sumu 'end' sumasu 'end' 
tiru 'scatter' tirasu 'scatter' 
tobu 'fly' tobasu 'let fly' 
ugoku 'move' ugokasu 'move' 
waku 'boil' wakasu 'boil' 
8. -e-/-as-
akeru 'dawn' akasu 'spend (the night) I 
-
areru 'be devastated' arasu 'devastate' 
bareru 'be exposed' barasu 'expose' 
bokeru 'fade' bokasu 'shade off' 
deru 'come out' dasu 'let out' 
haeru 'grow' hayasu 'grow' 
hageru 'come off' hagasu 'peel off' 
hareru 'clear up' harasu 'cl§ar up' 
+ hateru 'end' hatasu 'carry out' 
hieru 'cool' hiyasu 'cool' 
hueru 'increase' huyasu 'increase' 
huyakeru I get soaked' huyakasu 'soak' 
1eru 'heal' . 'heal' 1yasu 
kakeru 'lack' kakasu 'miss' 
kareru 'wither' karasu 'wither' 
kareru 'dry up' karasu 'dry up' 
kireru 'be cut off' kirasu 'run short of' 
. 
8. -e-/-as- (contd.) 
koeru 
kogeru 
korogeru 
kozireru 
. 
mag1reru 
makeru 
moeru 
moreru 
mureru 
. 
n1geru 
nukeru 
nureru 
sameru 
sameru 
soreru 
taeru 
tareru 
tokeru 
torokeru 
z1reru 
zureru 
'be fertile' 
'be scorched' 
'roll' 
'get worse' 
'be diverted' 
'be defeated' 
'burn' 
'leak' 
'be steamed' 
'escape' 
'come off' 
'get wet' 
'awake' 
'get cool' 
'deviate' 
'die out' 
'drop' 
'melt' 
'melt' 
'be irritated' 
'slip' 
9. -i-/-as-
ikiru 
mitiru 
nobiru 
toziru 
'live' 
'be filled' 
'extend, grow' 
'close' 
10. -i-/-os-
horobiru 'go to ruin' 
okiru 'wake up' 
otiru 'fall' 
. 
'get off' or1ru 
sug1ru 'pass (the limit) I 
koyasu 
kogasu 
korogasu 
kozirasu 
mag1rasu 
makasu 
moyasu 
morasu 
murasu 
. 
n1gasu 
nukasu 
nurasu 
samasu 
samasu 
sorasu 
tayasu 
tarasu 
tokasu 
torokasu 
zirasu 
zurasu 
ikasu 
mi tas u 
nobasu 
tozasu 
horobosu 
okosu 
otosu 
orosu 
sugosu 
' ferti l ise' 
'scorch' 
'roll' 
'aggravate' 
'divert' 
'defeat ' 
'burn' 
'let leak' 
'steam ' 
'let free' 
'leave out' 
'wet' 
'arouse' 
'cool' 
'divert' 
'exterminate ' 
'drop' 
'melt' 
'melt' 
'irritate' 
'shift' 
'revive' 
'fill' 
'extend, grow' 
' close' 
'destroy' 
'wake up' 
'drop' 
'let off' 
'make pass' 
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r 
11. -¢-/-se-
. 
niru 
yoru 
'resemble' 
'approach' 
12. -e-/-akas-
+hagureru 
obieru 
sobieru 
'go astray' 
'be frightened' 
'rise' 
13. -or-/-e-
komoru 
hosoru 
'be full of' 
'become thin' 
14. -are-/-e-
wakareru 'branch off' 
15. Other affix pairs 
hogureru 'come untied' 
+kikoeru 'be audible' 
oyobu 'reach' 
sasaru 'stick into' 
tukiru 'run out' 
umareru 'be born' 
uruou 'be moistened' 
niseru 
yoseru 
'imitate' 
'let come near' 
hagurakasu 'evade' 
obiyakasu 'threaten' 
sobiyakasu 'raise' 
komeru 
hosomeru 
wakeru 
hogusu 
kiku 
'include' 
'make thin' 
'divide' 
'untie' 
'hear' 
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oyobosu 'send (influence)' 
sasu 'thrust into' 
tukusu 'exhaust' 
umu 'give birth I 
uruosu 'moisten' 
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APPENDIX II 
PAIRS WITH SEMANTIC RIFTS 
[The right-hand column represents the common 
meaning 1n each pair. Those pairs which are considered to 
have rifts but have transitive verbs which are unpassivis-
able (due to the reasons discussed in Chapter 2) are not 
included. Such pairs include itamu 'hurt' - itameru 
'injure'; somuku 'betray' - somukeru 'turn away (head)'; 
ukaru 'pass (an exam)' - ukeru 'take (an exam)', etc.] 
aku 'open' 
hagemu 'strive' 
hagureru 'go astray' 
hateru 'end' 
husu 'lie down' 
kikoeru 'be audible' 
kiwamaru 'go to 
extremes' 
komu 'be crowded' 
koru 'be absorbed in' 
akasu 'reveal (a secret)' RELEASE 
hagemasu 'encourage' 
hagurakasu 'evade' 
hatasu 'carry out' 
huseru 'conceal' 
kiku 'hear' 
kiwameru 'attain' 
komeru 'load' 
korasu 'elaborate' 
EFFORT 
GOING OFF THE 
MAIN TRACK 
ACHIEVEMENT 
UNDERNEATH THE 
SURFACE 
AUDITION 
REACHING THE 
END 
matagaru 'sit astride' matagu 'straddle' 
FILLING UP A 
SPACE 
CONCENTRATION 
SPREAD ACROSS 
VISION mieru 'be visible' 
momeru 'get into 
dispute• 
mukau 1 face 1 
sou 1 go along with' 
sutareru 1 fall out of 
use• 
suwaru 'sit' 
tazusawaru 'partici-
pate in 1 
togaru 1 be sharp' 
tukamaru 1 hold on' 
tutau 'go along• 
m1ru 'look at' 
momu 'crush' 
mukaeru 1 meet' 
soeru 'add to' 
suteru 'throw away' 
sueru 'set' 
tazusaeru 'have' 
togu 1 whet, hone• 
tukamu 1 grab 1 
tutaeru 'convey' 
OUT OF ORDER 
TWO THINGS 
MEET 
BEING NEXT TO 
DISUSE 
SETTLING DOWN 
BEING A PART 
OF 
SHARPNESS 
HOLDING 
MOVING ACROSS 
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